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ABSTRACT
THE EFFECT OF STRINGENT CONTROL 
ON THE PRODUCTION OF ENTEROTOXIN, TRYPTOPHANASE,
AND 3-GALACTOSIDASE BY ESCHERICHIA COLI IN A 
RECYCLING FERMENTOR
by
ROBIN LEIGH EIFERT 
University of New Hampshire, May, 1983
The recycling fermentor has been shown to be a good 
tool for studying microorganisms at very slow growth rates. 
Previous studies have determined that there are three dis­
tinct phases of growth based on biomass. Phase 3 has been 
shown to be initiated by the induction of the stringent re­
sponse and to be regulated by the levels of guanosine 5 '-di­
phosphate 3 1-diphosphate (ppGpp) within the cell. By com­
paring the growth patterns of three enterotoxigenic 
Escherichia coli strains to that of E. coli strains of known 
rel genotypes, the Rel phenotypes of the enterotoxigenic 
strains were determined.
Both enterotoxin production and secretion in E. coli 
H10407 grown at pH 8.5 were shown to be positively control­
led by ppGpp during phases 2 and 3, while tryptophanase and 
8-galactosidase were more negatively affected by ppGpp. An 
enhancing effect by glucose was found on the production of 
enterotoxin and 8-galactosidase. The nicking process of
enterotoxin activation appears to be regulated by ppGpp and
xii
may be an energy-dependent process.
A comparison of the growth patterns of enterotoxigenic 
E. coli 711 P307 and 711 P307 crp, a mutant lacking the cAMP 
receptor protein (CRP), in the recycling fermentor showed no 
change in the length of phase 2. However, the growth yield 
of 711 P307 crp was lower, particularly during a glucose up­
shift, than that of 711 P307. Tryptophanase and 3-galacto- 
sidase were produced by 711 P307, but were not produced by 
711 P307 crp. A ten-fold higher concentration of enterotox­
in was seen in 711 P307 than in the crp mutant. Both enter­
otoxin production and secretion and tryptophanase production 
were stimulated by the presence of ppGpp in 711 P307. Ent­
erotoxin in 711 P307 crp showed only slight stimulation by 
ppGpp. The nicking process in both strains appears to be 
under negative control by ppGpp and may be an energy-depen­
dent process. The patterns of enterotoxin production and 
secretion are similar in H10407 and 711 P307, but not in 
711 P307 crp. This suggests that enterotoxin production 
as well as tryptophanase and 3-galactosidase production are 




The recycling fermentor was designed to be used as a 
model for the study of microorganisms that grow at very slow 
growth rates in in vivo situations. Most in vitro studies 
involve the study of microorganisms growing exponentially. 
However, the exponential phase of growth may not be repres­
entative of the true in vivo situation. Growth rates in 
vivo appear to be much slower than when microorganisms are 
grown in vitro (Ellwood, 1976). In particular, microorgan­
isms which are site-attached in their in_ vivo environments, 
such as Streptococcus sanguis (Appelbaum et al., 197 9) and 
Actinomyces sp. (Clark et al., 1981) in the oral cavity, 
Neisseria meningitidis in the nasopharynx and oropharynx 
(Salit and Morton, 1981), Neisseria gonorrhoeae (Hebeler et 
al., 1979) and Candida albicans (Sandin et al., 1982) in the 
vagina and other sites in the human body, Escherichia coli 
in the urinary tract (Hagberg et_ ad., 1981) and Shigella 
flexneri (Izhar et ad. , 1982) , Vibrio cholerae (Jones et ad. ,
1976) and enterotoxigenic E. coli (Gaastra and de Graaf,
1982) in the intestine, may be present in these environments 
for long periods of time without undergoing exponential 
growth. It is not clear whether these slow growth rates are 
due to continuous growth at slow rates or to periods of 
rapid growth and then no growth or so called "feast or fam­
1
2ine" conditions (Ellwood, 1976). These growth conditions 
are particularly suitable for study in the recycling fermen­
tor.
History of the Recycling Fermentor
The recycling fermentor is based on the principles of a 
continuous flow culture type of chemostat based on the theor­
ies of Monod (1950) and Novick and Szilard (1950). In a 
chemostat the organisms are grown in a medium in which only 
one nutrient is limiting. In this system, fresh medium is 
continually being added to the chemostat vessel such that 
the volume in the chemostat vessel is always constant. Once 
growth has been initiated, the biomass will continue to in­
crease until the substrate (limiting nutrient) becomes lim­
iting. At this point the organisms will continue to grow 
at a steady state of growth, if the washout rate of the bio­
mass is equal to the growth rate of the biomass. As long as 
these conditions hold, the organisms will continue to grow 
at this growth rate (Pirt, 1975).
The recycling fermentor differs from a chemostat prim­
arily in one aspect. In the chemostat, the biomass is re­
moved from the vessel at a steady washout rate such that the 
population of cells is continually changing, but the overall 
mass remains constant. In the recycling fermentor the bac­
teria are never removed from the fermentor. Fresh medium is 
continually pumped into the vessel, while the spent medium 
and cells are washed across a recirculating filter. The 
spent medium is filtered out and the cells are washed back
3into the vessel. Therefore in the fermentor none of the pop­
ulation of cells is lost and the biomass continues to in­
crease (Chesbro et chL., 1979).
Originally it was predicted that once the substrate be­
came limiting, growth in the recycling fermentor would be 
governed by the maintenance energy theory of Pirt (1965). 
Pirt's theory is based on the idea that the total energy 
source consumed is divided into two portions. One portion 
is used for growth, while the other portion is used for the 
maintenance functions of the cells. Based on this premise, 
it was thought that biomass in the recycling fermentor would 
continue to increase at a positive rate until all the energy 
was required for maintenance. At this point, there would 
not be substrate available for growth, so the organisms 
would shift into a "maintenance energy state". In this 
state, all of the available energy would be used for the 
maintenance of the cell. Figure 1 shows the theoretical 
curve of the change in biomass over time that was expected.
It was thought that the biomass would plateau once the 
maintenance demand became limiting and would remain at a 
constant mass as long as the growth conditions were main­
tained (Chesbro et ad., 1979).
In reality, a different pattern of growth was seen.
When E. coli B was grown in the fermentor with glucose as 
the limiting substrate, a distinct three phase pattern of 
bacterial dry weights was observed as shown in Figure 2 
(Chesbro et al., 1979). The first phase represents the ex-




6Figure 2. Observed growth pattern of E. coli B in a recyc­
ling fermentor.
m g BIOMASS /  ml
8ponential phase of growth, which continues until the glucose 
becomes limiting. At this point phase 2 begins. In this 
phase, all of the available glucose is being taken up by the 
cells such that the cells have become substrate dependent. 
The growth rate of the cells, dX dt \  (where X is the cell 
mass and t is time), accelerates throughout phase 1 (Arbige 
and Chesbro, 1982). At the beginning of phase 2, the rate 
drops, and becomes constant. Again in phase 3, the growth 
rate drops, but then continues at a lower, constant rate. 
However, y, the specific growth rate, dX X  ^dt \  drops at 
the beginning of phase 2 and declines throughout the phase. 
Once again in phase 3 it drops and continues to decline.
The mass doubling time, which is the inverse of y, or 
X dt dX \  increases through the latter two phases (Arbige 
and Chesbro, 1982). The DNA and the protein content of the 
cells remains proportional to the dry weight of the cells 
throughout the three phases. The RNA, however, is propor­
tional throughout phases 1 and 2, but drops markedly in 
phase 3 (Eifert, 1979) .
The reason for the conversion from phase 2 to phase 3 
has recently been established by Arbige and Chesbro (1982) 
to be due to the induction of stringent control. Stringency 
is the result of the build up of the nucleotide guanosine 5' 
-diphosphate 3'-diphosphate (ppGpp) within the cell 
(Primakoff, 1981). With amino acid starvation a limited 
supply of aminoacylated tRNA is present due to either a de­
pletion of a required amino acid or through inactivation of
9an aminoacyl tRNA synthetase (Pao et ad./ 1981). It has 
also been shown that the levels of ppGpp may be related to 
the downshift in the carbon/energy source (Pao and Gallant,
1978) . It would appear that a combination of these regula­
tory effects results in the accumulation of ppGpp in the 
cells during phase 2 (Arbige and Chesbro, 1982). Arbige and
Chesbro (1982) have measured the accumulation of ppGpp in
32 .E. coli B using P incorporation. Their results indicate
that ppGpp begins to accumulate during phase 2 and reaches
its maximum level at the start of phase 3. This level is
maintained throughout phase 3. When an upshift of the
growth medium occurs, the ppGpp level drops, indicating that
the cells are no longer under stringent control (Arbige and
Chesbro, 1982).
The rel Gene System 
The stringent response is controlled by a series of 
genes in the rel system (Gallant, 1979). The gene, rel A, 
appears to be responsible for stringent control (Gallant and 
Lazzarini, 1976). Upon amino acid starvation, the rel A 
gene codes for the production of a ribosome-bound protein 
with nucleotide phosphotransferase activity which converts 
guanosine triphosphate (GTP) to guanosine 5'-triphosphate 
3 1-diphosphate (pppGpp) (See Figure 3; Gallant, 197 9; and 
Pao et ad., 1981). The nucleotide pppGpp is then converted 
to ppGpp (Pao et ad., 1981). The product of the gene gpp 
has been shown to be the primary enzyme involved in this 
conversion; however, other enzymes, as well as the transla-
10

















tion factors, EF-T^ and EF-G, can catalyze this reaction 
(Gallant, 1979). The rel C gene (rpl K) has been shown to 
code for the ribosomal protein Lll, which is required for 
PPGpp synthesis in an as yet unknown role (Fiil et al.,
1977). The rel B gene codes for a ribosome-associated pro­
tein, which acts as an inhibitor of in vitro protein syn­
thesis when mutant cells undergo amino acid starvation 
(Mosteller, 1978).
The spoT gene product hydrolyzes ppGpp to guanosine 
diphosphate (GDP), which is then converted to GTP (Gallant,
1979). The nucleotide ppGpp can also be produced via a dif­
ferent pathway. Upon a carbon/energy downshift, the gene 
product of rel X causes the synthesis of ppGpp from GDP 
without pppGpp as an intermediate (Pao and Gallant, 1978) .
In addition the rel S gene product has been implicated in 
this same reaction (Engel et al., 1979). Recently, another 
gene rel G has been shown to cause the accumulation of ppGpp 
upon carbon/energy downshift in Bacillus subtilis (Price and 
Gallant, 1982).
The level of ppGpp is regulated by the combination of 
the genes in the rel system (Gallant, 1979). If a mutation 
occurs in the rel A gene, the cells will not be under strin­
gent control by this gene, because ppGpp will not accumulate 
by this pathway. These cells are then considered to be re­
laxed. However, other genes such as rel X or rel S may be 
functional so that ppGpp is still accumulating (Gallant,
1979). In the recycling fermentor, the rel genotype of the
13
organism determines the length of time it will take for that 
organism to accumulate enough ppGpp in order for the strin­
gent response to be invoked, resulting in phase 3 (Arbige 
and Chesbro, 198 2). Table 1 shows five strains of E. coli.
One strain is of the wild type genotype and the other four
are rel mutant strains. When grown in the recycling fermen- 
tor, they vary in the length of time that is required for 
enough ppGpp to accumulate for the stringent response to be 
initiated resulting in phase 3 (Arbige and Chesbro, 1982).
For example, strain NF161 has a mutation in the spoT gene so 
that ppGpp is only slowly degraded. However, the rel A gene 
and the rel X gene are still functional. Therefore ppGpp 
can accumulate via both pathways without being degraded by 
the spoT pathway. Thus ppGpp accumulates rapidly such that 
the level required for the induction of the stringent re­
sponse is reached in a short period of time resulting in a
short phase 2 of 13 h. Strain NF1035 has mutations in the 
rel A2 gene and the rel X gene. Therefore only basal levels 
of ppGpp are produced. In addition the ppGpp that is pro­
duced can be broken down to GDP via the spoT pathway so that 
it takes much longer for the ppGpp to accumulate. This re­
sults in a longer phase 2 of 84 h (Arbige and Chesbro, 1982).
The Stringent Response in Other Organisms 
The stringent response has been found in organisms 
other than E. coli. The accumulation of ppGpp has been de­
monstrated by amino acid starvation and energy downshift in 
Bacilllus subtilis (Price and Gallant, 1982) , by energy and
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Table 1
Phase 2 Lengths of Wild Type and rel 
System Mutants of E. coli Grown in the 
Recycling Fermentorl
Strain Genotype Phase 2 Length in h
NF161 rel A+ rel X+ spoT 13
NF162 rel A rel X+ spoT 24
NF859 rel A+ rel x+
+spoT 57
NF859X rel A rel x+ spoT+ 69
NF1035 rel A rel X
+spoT 84
'*'From Arbige and Chesbro, 1982
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temperature downshift in B. stearothermophilus (Fehr and 
Richter, 1981), and in B. polymyxa under energy restriction 
in the recycling fermentor (Arbige and Chesbro, in press).
The stringent response has been shown to be induced by 
energy and nitrogen starvation in Anacystis nidulans 
(Borbely et al., 198 0) and in Azotobacter vinelandii, 
Klebsiella pneumoniae, and Clostridium pasteurianum 
(Kleiner and Phillips, 1981). Evidence has been found that 
lower eucaryotes can synthesize ppGpp as a reaction to en­
vironmental stress, while in higher eucaryotes ppGpp has 
been measured in very low quantities, but this idea is not 
as yet well substantiated (Silverman and Atherly, 1979).
Regulatory Effects of ppGpp
Until recently, it had been clearly thought that upon 
amino acid starvation in a rel A+ strain, ppGpp was produced 
while at the same time stable RNA (ribosomal and transfer 
RNA) synthesis was being inhibited (Lazzarini et al., 1977). 
Unstable RNA or messenger RNA species do not appear to be as 
directly controlled by ppGpp as is stable RNA during strin­
gency (Gallant and Lazzarini, 1976). Lagosky and Chang 
(1980) have examined the basal levels of ppGpp in both re­
laxed and stringent strains of E. coli and have determined 
that ppGpp does control stable RNA synthesis during amino 
acid starvation. In addition they have suggested that RNA 
production during balanced growth is at least partially un­
der the control of basal level ppGpp. Pao and Dyess (1981) 
have suggested that under temperature downshift conditions
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prior to starvation ppGpp is not present/ but stable RNA syn­
thesis is still inhibited. They indicate that guanosine 5'- 
diphosphate 3 1-monophosphate (ppGp) does inhibit stable RNA 
synthesis under these conditions and may play a role in 
stringent regulation. They suggest that the levels of ppGp 
are more apt to be high when stable RNA synthesis is inhib­
ited, while the levels of ppGpp do not correlate as we11. 
Jacobson and Jen-Jacobson (1980) determined that an increase 
in the level of ppGpp was not essential to control of the 
initiation of translation, which supports the premise of Pao 
and Dyess (1981). Lagosky and Chang (1981) have not found 
this to be the case. They found the initiation of RNA syn­
thesis to be inversely related to the levels of ppGpp, but 
not to the levels of ppGp, thereby substantiating the role 
of ppGpp in RNA synthesis control.
In addition to the inhibition of stable RNA synthesis, 
ppGpp has been shown to be a regulator of other cellular 
events such as coupled transcription-translation systems and 
the synthesis of enzymes and translation factors (Gallant,
1979). Kingston et al. (1981) have shown that ppGpp binds 
to RNA polymerase through certain DNA structures. O'Farrell 
(1978) has shown that ppGpp affected the rate of synthesis 
of 50% of the detectable proteins in E. coli. Half of these 
showed an increase in the synthesis of the protein, while 
the other 25% showed a repression in the synthesis of the 
proteins by high levels of ppGpp.
It is apparent that when present, ppGpp is a major 
effector of the rel regulatory system. By using the recyc­
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ling fermentor, it was possible to study the effect that the 
accumulation of ppGpp has upon the production of three pro­
teins in E. coli. The three proteins that were studied are 
heat-labile enterotoxin (LT), tryptophanase, and g-galacto- 
sidase.
Enterotoxigenic E. coli
Enterotoxigenic E. coli has been shown to be the caus­
ative agent of a diarrheal disease that can be as mild as 
turista or Traveler's disease or as severe as cholera (Sack, 
1975). It is present in 40-70% of the cases of Traveler's 
diarrhea making it the leading causative agent (Gorbach and 
Hoskins, 1980). It is symptomatically characterized by a 
rice water diarrheal stool, dehydration, and in extreme 
cases, shock. The major difference between the diseases 
caused by E. coli and V. cholerae is that cholera results in
a longer duration of the disease and more often causes death
(Sack, 1975).
Two factors are necessary for E. coli to be considered 
pathogenic (Richards and Douglas, 1978). The organism must
be able to adhere to the epithelial cells of the small in­
testine and the organism must be able to produce either a 
heat-labile (LT) enterotoxin, a heat-stable (ST) enterotoxin, 
or both. The two types of enterotoxin produced by E. coli 
are distinguished by their heat stability. The LT entero­
toxin is destroyed when heated at 60C for 30 min, while the 
ST enterotoxin is stable at 100C for 15 min (Sack, 1975).
The adherence factor, the LT enterotoxin, and the ST entero­
toxin are coded for on one or more plasmids (Elwell and
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Shipley, 1980). For example, E. coli strain H10407 has a 
plasmid that codes for ST and the colonization adherence 
factor (CFA/I), while E. coli strain 063:H has one plasmid 
coding for both LT and ST and the adherence factor (CFA/I) 
(Smith et. al. , 1982) .
Adherence Factors 
The adherence factors appear to be thin, flexible pili 
or fimbriae which attach to the intestinal epithelial cells 
(Gaastra and de Graaf, 1982). Different types of adherence 
factors appear to be specific for different animal species 
(Gaastra and de Graaf, 1982). The first attachment factor, 
the K88 antigen, was discovered in porcine strains of enter­
otoxigenic E. coli by Orskov et ad. in 1961. Three variants 
of the K88 antigen, K88ab, K88ac, and K88ad, are known to 
exist in porcine strains (Mooi et; ad., 1981). The genetic 
determinants of the K88ab antigen have been shown to produce 
six polypeptides and the genes involved have been mapped on 
the plasmid (Mooi et al., 1981). Another porcine attachment 
factor, 987P, has been identified in strains lacking the K88 
antigen (Nagy et al., 1976). The receptor for the 987P 
pilus has been isolated from adult rabbit small intestine 
epithelial cells and characterized (Dean and Isaacson, 1982). 
Recently enterotoxigenic strains of E. coli without any of 
the known antigens were found to adhere to intestinal cells 
without the presence of pili and it was hypothesized that 
this adherence was due to a capsular material (Awad-Masalmeh, 
1982) .
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The K99 antigen was found by Smith and Linggood (1972) 
in bovine and lamb strains of enterotoxigenic E. coli. From 
a K99 antigen extract, two adhesive antigens have been ob­
tained, which are found either separately or together in 
bovine and lamb strains • (Morris et ad. , 1980). From a K99- 
hegative mutant, another adhesive antigen, F41, has been 
isolated and shown to have different properties from that of 
the K99 antigen (Morris et al., 1982). Initially the K99 
antigen was thought to be associated only with the calf and 
lamb strains of E. coli, but enterotoxigenic porcine strains 
have been identified with the K99 antigen (Smyth et ad. ,
1981).
In human enterotoxigenic strains two colonization fac­
tor antigens (CFAI and CFAII) have been identified (Evans et 
al. , 1978). These factors are distinguishable by the fact 
that CFAI shows mannose-resistant hemagglutination to human, 
chicken, and bovine erythrocytes, while CFAII only shows 
mannose-resistant hemagglutination to chicken and bovine 
erythrocytes (Evans et al., 1979). The amino acid sequence 
of the CFAI fimbriae has been determined to be 147 amino 
acids with a molecular weight of 15,058 (Klemm, 1982). No 
homology between CFAI and K88 was found (Klemm, 19 82) .
Deneke et_ ad., (1981) have isolated three antigenically dis­
tinct pili in human enterotoxin strains, which differ from 
the CFAI and CFAII in mannose-resistant hemagglutination and 
molecular weight. Another distinct human antigenic factor, 
E8775, has been isolated from a patient in Bangladesh which
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differs from that of CFAI and CFAII (Thomas et al., 1982).
Heat-Labile Enterotoxin 
LT and cholera toxin (CT) share similar molecular prop­
erties such as structure and mode of action, while ST does 
not appear to be molecularly related to either toxin 
(Yamamoto and Yokota, 1981). CT has been shown to consist 
of two subunits, A and B (Levner et al., 1980). The A sub­
unit consists of two polypeptide chains A^ and A^, which are 
linked by a disulfide bond (Levner et &!_. , 1980) . This di­
sulfide bond must be proteolytically nicked for A to be act­
ive (Mekalanos et al., 1979). The A subunit has a molecular 
weight of approximately 26,000-29,000 (Gill and Rappaport,
1979), while A-^  has a molecular weight of 23 ,000 and A  ^ has 
a molecular weight of 6,000 (Levner et al., 1980). It is 
the A^ portion of the subunit, which appears to be the act­
ive portion of the toxin (Gill and Rappaport, 1979) .
Nichols et clI. (1980) have demonstrated that a larger pre­
cursor form of subunit A exists which is synthesized on free 
polysomes and is then secreted post-translationally. The B 
portion of the toxin consists of five identical subunits, 
each having a molecular weight of 11,000 and it appears to 
bind to the cell receptors of particular target cells 
(Levner, et al., 1980). Recently Tsuru et. al. (1982) showed 
that once the whole toxin molecule binds to the eucaryotic 
cell membrane that both subunit A and subunit B are able to 
penetrate the cell membrane. This would suggest that sub­
unit B may aid in the passage of subunit A through the cell 
membrane (Tsuru et al., 1982).
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LT has been found to have the same structure as CT (Gill 
et al. , 1981) . Purification of LT has allowed characteriza­
tion of the structure of the toxin (Clements and Finkelstein, 
1979 and Kunkel and Robertson, 1979). The five B subunits, 
each with a molecular weight of 11,800 bind to the ganglio- 
side GM^ receptors on specific epithelial cells (Gill et al., 
1981). This binding may be facilitated by a conformational 
change in the B subunit (Gill et ctL. , 1981) . It has been 
reported that subunit B may have a precursor form of molec­
ular weight 13,000 that must be processed by an energy-re­
quiring step to obtain the mature form of the subunit (Palva 
et al., 1981). The A subunit (molecular weight 25,500 to 
30,000) appears to travel through the plasma membrane of the 
receptor cell to the cytosolic site of action (Gill et ad., 
1981). The secreted toxin is proteolytically nicked by pro­
teases or trypsin (Gill et al., 1981). The portion, hav­
ing a molecular weight of 21,000 to 23,500, catalyzes the 
intracellular transfer of ADP-ribose from oxidized nicotin­
amide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) to a 42,000 molecular 
weight subunit of adenylate cyclase (Gill and Richardson,
1980). This results in an increase in cyclic adenosine 3 1- 
5'-monophosphate (cAMP), which causes an increased electric­
al potential on the intestinal epithelial membrane, an in­
crease in the net secretion due to decreased sodium absorp­
tion, and a reversal of the direction of chloride transport 
(Richards and Douglas, 1978). These effects cause an efflux 
of water by osmosis resulting in diarrhea (Richards and 
Douglas, 1978).
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LT-subunit A (LT-A) and LT-subunit B (LT-B) have been 
shown to require the presence of signal peptides for the 
transport of the peptides across the bacterial inner mem­
brane and are lost during transport (Dallas and Falkow, 1980 
and Spicer et al., 1981). Yamamoto and Yokoto (1982) have 
suggested that LT-A requires LT-B in order to cross the out­
er membrane to the culture supernate. Gankema et al. (1980) 
speculated that LT is transported from the cell as a part of 
newly synthesized outer membrane fragments, which may act as 
LT carriers.
Further evidence for the similarity of CT and LT has 
been determined by nucleotide sequencing. Moseley and 
Falkow (1980) demonstrated that despite the fact that CT is 
coded for by a chromosomal gene, while LT is coded for by a 
plasmid gene, significant nucleotide sequence homology exists 
between LT and CT DNA. LT-B has been shown to have signifi­
cant amino acid sequence homology with the B subunit of CT 
(CT-B) (Dallas and Falkow, 1980). In addition evidence was 
obtained which supported the fact that LT-B is slightly 
larger that CT-B and that the membrane-binding receptors for 
the B subunit are similar, but not identical (Dallas and 
Falkow, 1980). Spicer and Noble (1982) have sequenced the 
LT-A subunit and have found it to be similar to that of CT, 
particularly in the Nl^-terminal regions. The apparent site 
for proteolytic cleavage for LT-A is after the Arg residue 
188 (Spicer and Noble, 1982).
Immunologically the holotoxins and the subunits A and B 
of CT and LT are cross-reactive (Clements and Finkelstein,
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1978). However, antibodies to each toxin have been obtained 
that are not cross-reactive with the other, which shows that 
there are both common and unique antigens in LT and CT 
(Honda et al., 1981). Porcine LT and human LT from numerous 
strains have been shown to be immunologically related, but 
not identical (Honda et al., 1981). Recently, hybrid toxins 
have been produced between human LT-A and CT-B and between 
human LT-B and CT-A confirming the similarity in their struc­
tures (Takeda et al., 1981).
Heat-Stable Enterotoxin 
The ST enterotoxin differs greatly from that of LT or 
CT in that it has a small molecular weight and is not anti­
genic (Whipp et al., 1981). Recent evidence has shown that 
it is possible to produce antiserum to ST, but the ST must 
be at least 90% pure in order to be coupled to protein car­
rier molecules (Frantz and Robertson, 1981). ST causes a 
rapid onset of diarrhea with a short duration, while LT has 
a slow onset and a longer duration (Olsson and Soderlind,
1980) . The production of ST has been shown to be regulated 
by catabolite repression in the presence of glucose 
(Martinez-Cadena et al., 1981), while LT may require glucose 
for its synthesis and release (Gilligan and Robertson, 1979). 
Once ST was purified (Alderete and Robertson, 1978), it be­
came apparent that this ST toxin was actually a family of 
toxins with multiple subtypes (Whipp et al., 1981). These 
ST toxins vary in their reactivity to different host species 
(Rao et al., 1981) as well as with the age of the host spec­
ies (Whipp et al., 1981). So and McCarthy (1980) demonstra-
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ted this heterogeneity by nucleotide sequencing of ST I, a 
methanol-soluble ST, which is reactive in suckling mice and 
neonatal pigs. They determined that ST I is genetically 
distinct from ST II, a methanol-insoluble ST, which affects 
ligated pig intestines. In addition, a signal sequence at 
the N^-terminal end of the amino acid sequence may have 
been detected (So and McCarthy, 1980). Rao et al. (1981) 
have characterized three distinctly different ST toxins: a 
porcine ST with a molecular weight of 3,580 with 33 amino 
acid residues, a human ST I with a molecular weight of 3,300 
to 3,500 with approximately a 33 amino acid sequence, and a 
human ST II with a molecular weight of 1,972 and 18 amino 
acid residues. Despite this distinction, the toxins showed 
similar potencies and mechanisms of action in the rabbit 
ileum (Rao et al., 1981). The mode of action of ST appears 
to differ from that of LT or CT in that ST may activate 
guanylate cyclase to produce cyclic guanosine 3*, 5 '-mono­
phosphate (cGMP) rather than cAMP (Hughes et al., 197 8). 
Through the use of pharmacological and chemical agents, cal­
cium and prostaglandins have been implicated in the initia­
tion of the intestinal fluid response caused by ST thus sug­
gesting different means of effective treatment against ST 
(Knoop and Abbey, 1981; Thomas and Knoop, 1982; and 
Greenberg et. al. , 1982) .
Tryptophanase
Tryptophanase is an enzyme which can degrade tryptophan 
as shown in reaction 1 (Snell, 1975):
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tryptophanase
L-tryptophan + H O --------------- ►-Indole + Pyruvate + NH (1)
pyridoxal 5 1- + 
phosphate, NH^
and, in addition, can synthesize tryptophan as seen in reac­
tion 2 :
tryptophanase
indole + L-serine -------------- ^-L-tryptophan + H2 ^
pyridoxal 5 1 - 
phosphate
It has been found to be inducible by tryptophan in numerous 
bacterial genera and species, although it is much more com­
monly a characteristic of Enterobacteriaceae than of other 
families (DeMoss and Moser, 1969). Tryptophanase appears 
to be a catabolic enzyme found in bacteria, although its ac­
tual role in bacterial metabolism is not well understood 
(Deeley and Yanofsky, 1981). In addition to being inducible 
by tryptophan, this enzyme has been shown to be controlled 
by catabolite repression under a variety of conditions 
(Botsford and DeMoss, 1971).
Tryptophanase is a tetrameric enzyme with a molecular 
weight of 220,000 in E. coli and requires pyridoxal 5'-phos­
phate in order to be active (Snell, 1975). The apotrypto- 
phanase subunits each have a molecular weight of 55,000 and 
contain one binding site for the pyridoxal 5 '-phosphate 
(Snell, 1975). Once the pyridoxal 5'-phosphate is bound, a 
conformational change occurs resulting in the active form or 
holotryptophanase (Snell, 1975). Recently, the structural 
gene for tryptophanase tnaA in E. coli K12 has been sequenc­
ed (Deeley and Yanofsky, 1981) .
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(3-galactosidase 
g-galactosidase is one of the enzymes coded for by the 
lac operon (Pastan and Adhya, 1976). It has a molecular 
weight of 540,000 and is composed of four identical subunits 
(Bilezikian et al., 1967). Its function is to break down 
lactose to glucose, galactose, and allolactose (Huber et_ al.,
1980). When glucose levels are high, E. coli will prefer­
entially use glucose over lactose (Pastan and Adhya, 1976). 
When the level of glucose drops, the lac operon is turned on 
resulting in the production of (3-galactosidase, which then 
breaks down lactose to glucose so that it can be utilized by 
the cell (Pastan and Adhya, 1976). Jacob and Monod (1961) 
suggested a model in which a specific repressor molecule in­
hibited the transcription of the lac gene. Makman and 
Sutherland (1965) showed that when glucose levels are high, 
the level of cAMP in E. coli becomes low. Once glucose 
levels dropped, the cAMP levels increased (Makman and 
Sutherland, 1965). This finding led Perlman and Pastan 
(1968) to show that cAMP could overcome the glucose repres­
sion of the synthesis of [3-galactosidase and tryptophanase. 
When glucose levels become low, cAMP is produced via adenyl­
ate cyclase and is then available to complex with the cAMP 
receptor protein (CRP), also known as the catabolite activa­
tor protein (CAP) (Botsford, 1981). This complex activates 
the promoter region of the lac operon resulting in trans­
cription of the genes (Botsford, 1981).
Two types of cAMP mutants have been isolated in E. coli
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and Salmonella typhimurium, which have aided in the under­
standing of the lac operon (Alper and Ames, 1978). The cya 
mutant does not have a functional adenylate cyclase so that 
cAMP cannot be produced and therefore the lac operon is not 
transcribed (Alper and Ames, 1978). The crp mutant has no 
catabolite receptor protein to bind to cAMP, thus inhibiting 
the transcription of the lac operon genes (Alper and Ames, 
1978). Both of these mutants are capable of growing only on 
glucose or gluconate as carbon sources (Alper and Ames,
1978) . It is possible to distinguish between these two 
mutants by the addition of cAMP to the growth medium (Artman 
and Werthamer, 1974). The cya mutant will be restored to 
the wild-type phenotype, since cAMP is now available for 
binding to CRP, but the crp mutant will not be affected 
(Artman and Werthamer, 1974) .
Effect of ppGpp on 3-galactosidase and Tryptophanase 
Yoshimoto et al. (197 8) have found ppGpp to be a posi­
tive effector of the synthesis of both tryptophanase and (3- 
galactosidase in E. coli. This stimulation was shown to be 
due to a specific effect on the synthesis of the enzyme rat­
her than due to an increase in protein synthesis in general. 
In particular ppGpp affected cells grown on a poor energy 
source or during an energy downshift (Yoshimoto et_ al.,
1978) . Primakoff (1981) demonstrated that ppGpp production 
due to amino acid limitation resulted in a 7 0-fold higher 
rate of (3-galactosidase production in a rel A+ strain com­
pared to that of a rel A strain.
CHAPTER II
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Maintenance of Bacterial Strains 
E. coli H10407 is a human strain, which produces both 
LT and ST. E. coli 711 P307 and E. coli 711 pCG86 are por­
cine strains, which produce both LT and ST. These strains 
were gifts from S. Falkow, Stanford University, Stanford, 
California. S. typhimurium PHL67342 is a human enterotoxi­
genic strain, which was a gift from R. H. Deibel, Univ. of 
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. E. coli strains NF859, 
NF859x, NF161, NF162, and NF1035 were gifts of J. Gallant, 
Univ. of Washington, Seattle, Washington. E. coli B was 
from previous studies (Chesbro et al., 1979) . All strains 
were stored as frozen stocks at -7 0C in trypticase soy 
broth with 15% glycerol or 10% dimethylsulfoxide.
Operation of the Recycling Fermentor 
The recycling fermentor has been described previously 
(Chesbro et ad., 1979). The fermentor culture is continu­
ously circulated across a 0.2 pm polycarbonate filter 
(Nuclepore Inc., Pleasanton, Calif.) in an Amicon thin-chan- 
nel recirculating filter (Amicon Corp., Lexington, Mass.). 
The spent medium is filtered from the system, while the bac­
terial cells are continuously washed back into the fermentor 
vessel. Sterile Davis minimal medium (Davis and Mingioli, 
1950) containing a known concentration of glucose, S (pmol
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ml~^), is pumped into the fermentor at a constant rate,
(ml h "S . The spent broth is removed from the fermentor sys­
tem at a rate, F (ml h , equal to the input rate result-s
ing in a constant fermentor volume (V^). The glucose pro­
vision rate (GPR) (ymol glucose h is determined by multi­
plying Sr by Fr .
The Davis minimal medium contained dithiothreitol (DTT) 
(Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.) at a final concentration 
of 10 yg ml ^ to maintain the anaerobic nature of the med­
ium. Oxygen-free filter-sterilized nitrogen was used to 
flush the fermentor and to sparge the medium. The growth 
medium was autoclaved in 18 liter batches. Thirty ml of a 
12 h culture grown anaerobically in Davis minimal medium was 
used to seed the fermentor. Both seeding into and sampling 
from the fermentor were performed by syringing into or out 
of the septum-covered sampling port. Filtrate samples were 
taken directly from the effluent line of the filter holder. 
The fermentor was maintained at 30C by a constant tempera­
ture waterbath. The pH of the medium was kept at either pH
7.0 or pH 8.5 by the addition of sterile 2N NaOH.
Cellular Analyses 
Dry weights were determined by filtering a cell sample 
through a preweighed 0.2 ym polycarbonate filter and then 
washing the cells three times with 0.1% formaldehyde. The 
filters were dried at 60C for 48 h before being weighed on 
a Cahn electrobalance. Cell turbidity was monitored with a 
Klett-Summerson colorimeter with a #54 filter. Viable counts 
were made on spread plates of Davis minimal medium contain-
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ing 1.25 mg ml"! glucose and were incubated aerobically at 
30C.
Cellular protein was determined by a modification of 
the Lowry procedure (Brunschede et al., 1977). The cells 
were first diluted 1:5 in 0.5 N NaOH and then hydrolyzed by 
boiling for 5 min. Samples were then frozen until all samp­
les could be assayed at one time. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) 
fraction V (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, Pa.) was used as 
a standard.
RNA determinations were made on cells frozen in 0.8% 
formaldehyde. RNA was determined by holding the cells in 
5% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) at 90C for 15 min. After cen­
trifugation at 9,000 x g for 10 min, the supernatant fluids 
were assayed by the orcinol procedure (Schneider, 1957) , us­
ing yeast RNA (Sigma) as the standard. The Donkersloot et 
al. (1972) procedure for determining cellular DNA was util­
ized. The cells were filtered and washed with saline-EDTA. 
The filtered cells were resuspended in 2 ml of 0.3 N KOH and 
were hydrolyzed at 37C for 1 h. The hydrolyzate was neutra­
lized with 0.5 ml 1 N HCl. An equal volume of 4 yg ml  ^
ethidium bromide (Sigma) was added to the cells and the 
fluorescence was measured in a Turner 111 fluorometer. The 
standard DNA was calf thymus DNA (Sigma).
Enterotoxin Sample Preparation
The strains used in this investigation are known to 
produce both LT and ST enterotoxins, but only the LT was 
measured. Cell samples collected from the fermentor were
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centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 20 min. The cell pellet was 
resuspended in 0.08 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.7) with 0.9% 
NaCl, which contained 0.25 mg ml  ^polymyxin B (Sigma)
(Evans and Evans, 1977). The cell suspension was incubated 
at 37C for 15 min. The cells were removed by centrifugation 
at 16,000 x g for 20 min and the supernatant fluid was as­
sayed for the presence of LT enterotoxin. Enterotoxin sec­
reted from the cell was ascertained by directly measuring 
the LT in the filtrate.
Both the polymyxin B-released extract and the filtrate 
enterotoxin samples were treated with trypsin (2 ug ml )^ 
(Worthington Biochemical Co., Bedford, Mass.) by incubating 
the samples for 1 h at 37C. The trypsin activated any pre­
viously unnicked toxin (Clements and Finkelstein, 1979).
Both the trypsin-treated and the untreated samples were 
measured for enterotoxin.
Chinese Hamster Ovary Cell Assay
LT was measured in both the cell extracts and the fil­
trate samples by the Chinese hamster ovary cell (CHO) assay 
using a modification of the Guerrant et al. (1974) proced­
ure. The CHO cells were grown on Ham's F12 medium (Gibco, 
Grand Island, N.Y.) with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) (Flow, 
Rockville, Md.) at 37C in 6% CO 2  and were passaged every 4
to 5 days. The cells were trypsinized and resuspended in
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Ham's F12 medium with 1% FCS and 5 x 10 CHO cells m  0.25 
ml medium were added to each well of a 96 well microtiter 
plate (Falcon, Oxnard, Calif.). An enterotoxin sample or
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control solution of 0.05 ml was added to each well. The 
microtiter plate was incubated at 37C for 24 h in 6% CO 
The number of elongated CHO cells per 100 CHO cells was 
counted in each well and four wells were used per sample or 
control. Medium or buffer controls were run with each assay 
and the average percentage of elongated CHO cells in these 
controls was subtracted from all of the samples of an exper­
iment. The percentage of elongated cells of each sample was 
compared to a standard curve of purified CT (Calbiochem, 
LaJolla, Calif.) and each was converted to ng ml ^ CT-equiv- 
alents.
Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay 
for the Detection of LT Enterotoxin
Both the cell extract and the filtrate enterotoxin sam­
ples were measured using a modification of the enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) of Sack et ad. (1980) and Back 
et al. (197 9). Purified CT was used to produce antitoxin in 
albino rabbits. Three yg of CT diluted 1:2 in Freund's in­
complete adjuvant was injected inguinally for the initial 
injection (Evans et ad., 1973). On days 4, 8, and 12, ano­
ther dose of 3 yg of CT in saline was injected intramuscu­
larly. On day 22, the rabbits were cardiac bled. The serum 
was collected, pooled, and stored at -70C. The antitoxin 
was shown to be reactive with purified CT-holotoxin, puri­
fied CT-A (Calbiochem), purified CT-B (Calbiochem), and 
crude LT in the ELISA and by immunoelectrophoresis in 1% 
agarose in barbital buffer. (CT-A was not reactive in the 
IEP at 5 yg, but it was reactive in the ELISA.) Goat anti­
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rabbit globulin (Antibodies, Inc., Davis, Calif.) was conju­
gated to alkaline phosphatase (Sigma Type VII) according to 
the procedure of Voller et ad. (197 6) . Polyvinyl microtiter 
"U" plates (Linbro) were used in the assay. Monosialosyl 
ganglioside GM-^  (Supelco, Belafonte, Pa., Lot# LA03350) was 
used. The substrate in the reaction was p-nitrophenylphos- 
phate (Sigma 104 phosphate substrate). The appropriate dil­
utions and concentrations of reagents were determined by 
checkerboard titrations. The procedure for the measurement 
of LT is seen in Table 2 (Back ejt al^ . , 1979 and Sack et_ al. ,
1980). Purified CT was used for a standard curve to which 
the enterotoxin samples were compared. The crude LT was 
then expressed in ng ml  ^of CT-equivalents. The sensitivi­
ty of the assay was determined to be at least 1 ng ml ^ for 
the purified CT. Controls were run to eliminate any back­
ground reactivity. Medium and buffer blanks were run with 
each assay and were subtracted from the enterotoxin samples.
Amino Acid Starvation Growth Curves
E. coli NF859, NF859x, H10407 and S. typhimurium
PHL67342 were grown overnight at 37C in Tris minimal medium
(Kaempfer and Magasanik, 1967) at pH 7.5 with 1% glucose
-1and with arginine and methionine (20 yg ml ) for the auxo­
trophic mutants. An inoculum of 0.6 ml was added to 11.4 
ml Tris minimal medium with 1% glucose and the culture was 
incubated at 37C on a shaking waterbath. Growth was moni­
tored using a B & L Spectronic 20 at 720 nm. During early




Step Diluent Concentration Well yl Time Temp'









2. Wash 3X with PBS-Tween 200 3 min RT





4. Wash 3X with PBS-Tween 200 3 min RT
5. Add rabbit anti-CT PBS-Tween-1% FCS 1 mg ml ^ 100 1 h 37C
6. Wash 3X with PBS-Tween 200 3 min RT
7. Add alkaline phosphatase- PBS-Tween- 




100 1 h 37C
8. Wash 3X with PBS-Tween 200 3 min RT




500 yg ml ^ 200 45 min 37C
L0. Stop reaction with NaOH 3 M 50
11. Read absorbance at 405 nm
in a Gilford spectrophotometer
*"See Voller et al. (1976) for buffer formulae and conjugation procedure. 
R^T is room temperature incubation. u)
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England Nuclear, Boston, Mass.) in a volume of 0.125 ml was 
added to each culture. Once exponential growth was estab­
lished, 60 yl of valine (25 mg ml were added to each cul­
ture to induce amino acid starvation. One ml samples were 
taken before and after the addition of valine. Immediately 
these samples were added to 75 yl of ice-cold formic acid 
such that a final concentration of 2 M formic acid was ob­
tained. The cells were kept on ice for 30 min. After all 
samples were collected, they were centrifuged at 5,000 x g 
for 5 min. The supernatant fluid was retained and frozen. 
Polyethyleneimine (PEI)-cellulose thin layer chromatography 
sheets (Baker Chemical Co., Phillipsburg, N. J.) were pre­
washed once in distilled H^O for 15 min. The thawed samples 
were spotted in 5 yl quantities onto the sheets and dried.
Standards of ppGpp and GTP (PL Biochemicals, Inc., Milwaukee,
32Wis.) were spotted over the P samples in order to xdentify
the migrating spots in the one-dimensional chromatograms.
The PEI-cellulose sheets were chromatographed in chambers
containing 1.5 M potassium phosphate, pH 3.4 (Cashel et al., 
321968). The P-labelled nucleotides were detected by radxo- 
autography using Kodak XR-5 X-ray film exposed for 24-48 h.
Overnight cultures of E. coli strains NF859, NF859x, 
NF161, NF162, NF1035, B, H10407, 711 P307, and 711 pCG86 and 
S. typhimurium PHL67342 were grown in Davis minimal medium 
pH 7.0 at 37C. An inoculum of 0.5 ml was added to 9.5 ml 
Davis minimal medium with 1.12 mg glucose ml  ^ containing 
appropriate amino acids at a final concentration of 20 yg 
ml ^ for each auxotrophic mutant and the cultures were grown
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in a shaking waterbath at 37C. Growth was monitored at 720 
nm. Once mid-log phase growth was apparent, 0.1 ml of a 
mixture of L-norleucine, L-norvaline, L-valine, and serine 
hydroxamate (Sigma) each at a final concentration of 250 yg 
ml  ^ to induce amino acid starvation, was added (de Felice 
et al., 1979).
ppGpp Microtest Assay 
The production of ppGpp and pppGpp was measured by the 
procedure of Engel et al^ . (1979) . This assay was graciously 
performed by Michael Arbige. Various strains of E. coli and 
S. typhimurium PHL67 342 were grown overnight on broth agar 
plates. Colonies were picked with toothpicks into 200 yl of 
Tris minimal glucose medium (Kaempfer and Magasanik, 1967)
containing 40 ymol phosphate, 1 mg ml  ^ serine hydroxamate,
-1 -1 32300 yg ml L-valine, and 10 yCi ml P. This mixture was
incubated for 1 h at 37C, then 50 yl of 13 N formic acid was 
added. The suspension was frozen for 15 min and then thawed. 
Ten yl was spotted onto PEI-cellulose sheets and was devel­
oped to 10 cm with 1.5 M KI^PO^ (pH 3.4). The chromatogram 
was exposed to Kodak X-ray film overnight.
Extraction and Isolation of Plasmid DNA 
This procedure was that of Hansen and Olsen (197 8) and 
Casse et al. (1979) as modified by D. Portnoy (Univ. of 
Washington, Seattle, Washington) with the exception that all 
volumes were doubled (personal communication from R. M. 
Zsigray; Hopper, 1981). Four ml samples were taken from the 
fermentor and were centrifuged at 12,000 x g at 4C for 20
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min. The cell pellets were resuspended in 40 yl of TE buf­
fer (50 mM Tris, 10 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) and were lysed by the 
addition of 80 yl of the cell suspension to 1.2 ml of lysing 
buffer (TE plus 4% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), pH 12.4), 
which was prewarmed at 37C. This mixture was incubated at 
37C for 20 min and was then neutralized by the addition of 
160 yl of 2 M Tris (pH 7.0). After gentle mixing of the 
buffer with the suspension, 0.32 ml of 5 1-1 NaCl was added 
and gently mixed in order to precipitate the chromosome.
The DNA suspension was put on ice for 1 h to allow for com­
plete precipitation of the chromosomal DNA and then the 
sample was centrifuged for 15 min (12,000 x g, 4C). The 
supernatant fluid was transferred to another centrifuge tube 
and 1.1 ml of isopropanol (-20C) was added to precipitate 
the plasmid DNA. The DNA was kept on ice for 30 min and 
was then centrifuged for 15 min (12,000 x g, 4C). The sup­
ernatant fluid was poured off and the centrifuge tube was 
inverted to remove excess isopropanol. The tube was then 
put under a vacuum to insure that no isopropanol remained. 
The pellet was gently resuspended in 25 yl of TES (50 mM 
Tris, 5 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl, pH 8.0) and 10 yl of tracking 
dye (33% glycerol, 0.07% bromphenol blue, 7% SDS). Approx­
imately 35 yl of sample were electrophoresed at 100 V for 3 
h on a 0.7% agarose slab gel. The agarose gel was prepared 
and run in Tris-borate buffer (89 mM Tris base, 2.5 mM di­
sodium EDTA, 89 mM boric acid). The gel was stained over­
night with ethidium bromide (0.4 yg ml ^ in distilled K^O).
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The gel was photographed using a Wratten No. 9 gelatin 
filter (Kodak), and a model C-63 Transilluminator (Ultra- 
Violet Products, Inc.). The film used was Plus-X Pan (Kodak, 
35 mm) at an exposure of f5 for 1-2 sec at approximately 38 
cm from the gel.
Plasmid DNA molecular weight standards were obtained 
from E. M. Lederberg at the Plasmid Reference Center (Stan­
ford Univ., Stanford, Calif.) and were run as controls with 
the fermentor samples.
Tryptophanase
Tryptophanase was measured using the Bilezikian et al. 
(1967) procedure. Samples of 0.4 ml were removed from the 
fermentor and were frozen. At the time of assay 0.2 ml of 
chilled toluene was added to the cells or a dilution of the 
cells. The cell suspension was mixed for 12 sec on a Vortex 
mixer and was incubated for 14 min at 37C. Initiation of 
the reaction occurred by the addition of 0.2 ml of a pre­
warmed solution of 30 yg of pyridoxal 5 '-phosphate (Sigma) 
and 1.0 mg of L-tryptophan (Sigma) in 0.12 M Tris-HCl buf­
fer (pH 7.5). The tubes were vortexed for 5 sec and incu­
bated at 37C for 1 h. The addition of 1.8 ml of Ehrlich's 
reagent ended the reaction. Ehrlich's reagent consists of 
5 parts of 5% p-dimethyl-aminobenzaldehyde in 95% ethanol 
and 12 parts of acid-alcohol (8 ml concentrated H 2 SO^ in 
100 ml 95% ethanol). After 30 min the absorbance was read 
at 568 nm. This value was multiplied by 0.054 to give the 
ymoles of indole formed. One unit of enzyme activity is 
defined as the amount of enzyme that will produce 1 nmole of
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indole min \  Filtrate samples were assayed and any reacti­
vity was subtracted from the activity of the cell suspen­
sions .
Induction of tryptophanase was caused either by the
addition of L-tryptophan at a final concentration of 1.5 x 
-3
10 M in the fermentor at the beginning of phase 2 growth
-3or by the addition of 1.5 x 10 M L-tryptophan which was
present in the medium carboy from the start of the run for
continuous induction of tryptophanase.
3-galactosidase
3-galactosidase activity was induced either once at the
-4
start of phase 2 by the addition of 1 x 10 M lactose to
the fermentor or by continuous induction by the addition of
-4 -31 x 10 M or 1 x 10 M lactose which was present in the
medium carboy from the start of the run. One ml samples 
were taken from the fermentor and were diluted as necessary 
in Z buffer (0.06 M Na2HP04 •7 H20, 0.04 M N a H ^ O ^ H ^ ,  0.01 
M KCl, 0.001 MgSO •7 H O ,  and 0.05 M 3_niercaptoethanol at
t ;
pH 7.0) (Miller, 1972). To each tube, 4 drops of chloroform 
and 2 drops of 0.1% SDS were added. After vortexing the 
tubes for 10 sec, the reaction was started by the addition 
of 0.4 ml of o-nitrophenyl-3-D-galactoside (ONPG) (4 mg ml )^ 
to each tube. The tubes were incubated at 28C until a yel­
low color was apparent (between 15 min and 6 h). The reac­
tion was stopped by the addition of 1.0 ml of 1 M Na2CO .
The tubes were then read at 420 nm and 550 nm. The units of 
3-galactosidase present were determined by the following
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formula:
Units = 1000 x OD420 - (1.75 x OD55())
t x v
where t is equal to the time of the reaction in minutes and 
v is equal to the volume of the culture used in the assay in 
ml. Z buffer and filtrate samples were run as controls and 
showed no activity.
Isolation of cAMP Mutants 
E. coli 711 P307 was grown overnight at 37C in minimal 
medium containing NH^Cl (10 mM), glucose (1.25 mg ml )^ , and 
glucose-6-phosphate (20 mM) (Alper and Ames, 1978). The 
cells were centrifuged (12,000 x g for 15 min) and were re­
suspended in 0.5 ml of the same minimal medium. Using a 
modification of the procedure of Artman and Werthamer (1974), 
0.1 ml of N-methyl-N-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (4 mg ml "S 
was added and the culture was incubated at 37C for 30 min.
The suspension was then brought up to a final volume of 5 ml 
with minimal broth and was incubated for 3 h at 37C. The 
culture was then mixed with fosfomycin (phosphonomycin) (2 
mg ml )^ which was a gift from F. Kahan, Merck Center for 
Therapeutic Research, Rahway, N.J. (Alper and Ames, 1978) .
The culture in 0.2 ml aliquots was then plated onto Mac- 
Conkey's agar (Difco) with 1% ribose (Sigma) and 1% glycer­
ol. After 24 h, isolate colonies that were tan in color 
(showed no fermentation) were streaked onto nutrient agar 
slants and were incubated at 37C for 24 h. The potential 
mutants were grown in minimal broth overnight at 37C and
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and were streaked onto six types of minimal agar plates con­
taining 10 mM NH^Cl, each with a different carbon source 
(0.6%). The six carbon sources were glucose, glucose-6- 
phosphate (Sigma), ribose, glycerol, L-a-glycerophosphate 
(Sigma), and citrate. Any putative mutants which did not 
grow on any of the carbon sources except glucose were con­
sidered to be cyclic AMP mutants.
In order to determine whether the mutants were cya or 
crp mutants, they were grown overnight at 37C in minimal 
medium containing NH^Cl (10 mM), glucose (1.25 mg ml ^), and
1.0 mM cAMP (Sigma) (Alper and Ames, 1978). The mutants 
were then plated onto the minimal agar plates containing the 
six different carbon sources. Any of the mutants in which 
the wild-type phenotype was restored was considered to be a 
cya mutant. Any of the mutants which did not grow on any of 
the plates except glucose were considered to be crp mutants. 
In addition the mutants were tested to show that enterotoxin 




Determination of the rel Phenotype 
One important application of the recycling fermentor is 
the identification of the rel system phenotype of an organ­
ism. The Rel phenotypes of several enterotoxigenic E. coli 
strains were determined. Initially the Rel A phenotype was 
established using amino acid starvation techniques in batch 
culture. E. coli strains of known rel genotype and the ent­
erotoxigenic strains, E. coli H104 07 and S_. typhimurium
32PHL67342 were grown in minimal medium containing P. Once 
the cells were in mid-log phase, L-valine (125 yg ml ^ final 
concentration) was added to induce amino acid starvation. 
Samples were taken and autoradiographed to detect the pres­
ence of ppGpp and pppGpp. Figure 4 shows the growth patterns 
of E. coli NF859 and NF859x. After amino acid starvation 
was initiated, E. coli NF859 showed a sharper decline in 
growth rate than did E. coli 8 59x. This confirmed the rel 
status of these strains in that NF859 is rel A+ , while 859x 
is rel A. The autoradiographs seen in Figure 5 show that 
NF859 produced both ppGpp and pppGpp indicating that the 
rel A+ ppGpp pathway was used. NF859x did not produce 
either nucleotide confirming its rel A status. Neither 
E. coli H10407 nor S. typhimurium PHL67342 showed a decline 
in growth rate with the addition of L-valine as seen in
42
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32Figure 4. Amino acid downshift of P-labeled (a) E. coli 
NF859, rel A rel X spoT , and (b) E. coli 
NF859x, rel A rel X+ spoT+ , using valine at a 


















Figure 5. Autoradiographs of extracts of P-labeled
(a) E. coli NF859, rel A rel X spoT+ , and
(b) E. coli NF859x, rel A rel X+ s£OT+ , before 
and after amino acid downshift with valine (f ) 
are shown. The migration pattern of GTP, ppGpp, 










Figure 6. The autoradiographs shown in Figure 7 indicate 
that neither ppGpp nor pppGpp were produced initially sug­
gesting that these strains were Rel A. However, subsequent
. H"work has shown these strains to be Rel A indicating that
they are not sensitive to amino acid starvation by L-valine.
Further growth studies were done on the known rel 
strains and several enterotoxigenic strains using a combina­
tion of four amino acids, L-valine, L-norleucine, L-norval- 
ine, and serine hydroxamate to induce amino acid starvation. 
These amino acids have been shown to cause growth inhibition 
in a large number of E. .coli strains (de Felice et al.,
1979). Known rel A+ strains NF161 and NF859 (Figures 8 a 
and b) showed an immediate decrease in growth rate, while
the known rel A strains NF162 and NF859x (Figures 9 a and b)
and NF1035 (Figure 10 a) were less severely inhibited.
The pattern of inhibition of the NF strains whose rel 
gene status is known is interpretable and the results are 
shown in Table 3. That is the rel A+ strains are capable 
of prolonged growth at a slow rate in the presence of ana­
logs, while the rel A strains, after an initial slowing of 
growth are incapable of further growth, presumably as a re­
sult of incorporation of the analogs into vital cell pro­
teins because of the absence of the protective stringent 
response.
E. coli B (Figure 10 b) and H10407 (Figure 11 a), which 
in the recycling fermentor behave phenotypically as Rel A
“h  ~\r “t “
Rel X SpoT and Rel A Rel X SpoT , respectively, were es­
sentially indifferent to the analogs, as was S. typhimurium
Figure 6 32Amino acid downshift of P-labeled (a) E. coli 
H10407 and (b) S. typhimurium PHL67 342_ijising 
















32Figure 7. Autoradiographs of extracts of P-labeled
(a) E. coli H10407 and (b) S. typhimurium 
PHL67 342 before and after amino acid downshift 
with valine ( f ) at a concentration of 125 yg 
ml“l are shown. The migration pattern of GTP, 
ppGpp, and pppGpp standard is noted.
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Figure 8. Amino acid downshift of (a) E. coli NF161, rel A 
rel X spoT, and (b) E. coli NF859, rel A rel X 
spoT^, using the amino acids, L-valine, L-nor- 
leucine, L-norvaline, and serine hydroxamate at a 






















Figure 9. Amino acid downshift of (a) E. coli NF162, rel 
rel X+ spoT, and (b) E. coli NF859x, rel A rel 
spoT^, using the amino acids, L-valine, L-nor- 
leucine, L-norvaline, and serine hydroxamate at 















Figure 10. Amino acid downshift of (a) E. coli NF1035,
rel A rel X spoT+ , and (b) E. coli B using the 
amino acids L-valine, L-norleucine, L-norvaline, 






















Response of Different E. coli and 
S_. tvphimurium Strains of Known and Unknown 
rel Genotypes to Amino Acid Antagonists
rel Genotype
711 pCG86
s . typhimarium 
PHL67342







NF161 rel A+ rel X+ spoT slow linear growth
NF859 rel A+ rel x+ m+SPOT slow linear growth
NF162 rel A rel x+ spoT slow linear growth
NF859X rel A rel x+ _+spoT slow linear growth
NF1035 rel A rel X spoT+ slow linear growth
B Rel A Rel X+ SpoT slow linear growth
H10407 - little effect
711 P307 - slow linear growth
slow linear growth 
in stationary phase 
or inhibition
little effect
slow linear growth 







slow linear growth 
inhibition
no effect1
^rate reduction occurred at 200 min post addition.
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Figure 11. Amino acid downshift of (a) E. coli H10407 and
(b) S. typhimurium PHL67342 using the amino 
acids, L-valine, L-norleucine, L-norvaline, and 






















PHL67342 (Figure 11 b). E. coli strains 711 P307 and 711 
pCG86 (Figure 12 a and b) did respond to the analogs in ways 
corresponding to Rel A+ and Rel A behavior, respectively, in 
comparison to the NF strains. However, growth of 711 pCG86 
may have been entering stationary phase, which would account 
for the decrease in growth rate giving an inaccurate result.
To confirm the rel A status of the unknown strains, 
since -the analog test works unambiguously only with some 
genetic backgrounds, the microtest of Engel et al. (1979) 
was performed. In this procedure the strains were simultan­
eously energy-downshifted and amino acid-starved by putting 
32the P-labeled cells into minimal medium containing valine 
and serine hydroxamate, but with no glucose. Autoradio­
graphs of the formic acid extracted cells are shown in Fig­
ure 13. Those strains producing both ppGpp and pppGpp were 
considered rel A+ , while those producing only ppGpp were 
considered rel A. The autoradiograph shows that E. coli 
strains NF161, NF859, H10407, 711 P307, S. typhimurium 
PHL67 342, and B. polymyxa all produce both nucleotides so 
they were considered to be rel A+ . Strains NF162, NF859x, 
and E. coli B produced only ppGpp so that they were con­
sidered to be rel A. It would appear that E. coli H10407 
and S3, typhimurium PIIL67342 are not susceptible to amino 
acid starvation by these amino acids unless energy defici­
ency is also present.
The research of Arbige and Chesbro (1982) has estab­
lished that the length of phase 2 in the fermentor is de­
pendent upon the status of the rel system as shown in Table
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Figure 12. Amino acid downshift of (a) E. coli 711 P307 and
(b) E. coli 711 pCG86 using the amino acids, 
L-valine, L-norleucine, L-norvaline, and serine 
















Figure 13. Autoradiograph of amino acid downshifted ex­
tracts of 32p-labeled e . coli strains NF161, 
NF162, NF859, NF859x, H10407, 711 P307, and B 
and B. polymyxa and S. typhimurium PHL67342 
using the amino acids, L-valine and serine 
hydroxamate.
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H10407 P307 E-col! B
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1. By comparing the length of phase 2 of unknown rel strains 
to that of known rel strains, in conjunction with the prior 
determination of the rel A status, it was possible to deter­
mine the Rel phenotype of the unclassified strains. The 
bacterial dry weight patterns of E. coli H10407 grown at pH 
7.0 (Figure 14) and at pH 8.5 (Figure 15) under the same 
growth conditions as the known rel strains show that it has 
a phase 2 length of 44 h. Figures 16 and 17 show the bio­
mass patterns of E. coli 711 P307 and 711 pCG86, respective­
ly, grown at pH 7.0. These strains are of the same parent 
strain, but contain different plasmids. The length of phase 
2 of both strains is 8 h. By comparing these phase 2 lengths 
to those of the known strains in Table 1, it is apparent 
that E. coli H10407 is Rel A+ Rel X+ SpoT+ , while E. coli 
711 P307 and E. coli 711 pCG8 6 are Rel A+ Rel X+ SpoT.
Cellular Component Changes 
Changes in the cellular components, DNA, RNA, and pro­
tein, during the three phases have been examined previously 
(Evans, 1978; Eifert, 1979; and Arbige and Chesbro, 1982).
It has been established with H10407 that throughout the 
three phases the ratios of DNA and protein to biomass are 
relatively constant (Eifert, 1979). With E. coli B the 
ratio of protein to biomass is nearly constant throughout 
the three phases, while DNA shows an apparent enrichment. 
However, with both H10407 and B, the ratio of RNA to bio­
mass is constant throughout phase 1, but then begins to de­







Figure 14. Biomass (mg ml“l) growth pattern of E. coli 

















Figure 15. Biomass (mg ml growth pattern of E. coli 






Figure 16. Biomass (mg ml'1) growth pattern of E


























Figure 17. Biomass (mg ml growth pattern of E. coli 
711 pCG86 showing the three phases.







the ratio of RNA to biomass has dropped by as much as 50% or 
more, which is indicative of the stringent response. In 
order to determine the change in cell parameters when the 
GPR is upshifted and stringent control is no longer in ef­
fect, five E. coli strains were upshifted and the rates of 
change in biomass, DNA, RNA, protein, and cell division were 
examined. The effect of an upshift on E. coli B has been 
determined previously and is included here as a comparison 
(Arbige and Chesbro, 19 82, and Evans, 1978).
Figure 18 shows a comparison of biomass during phase 3 
to biomass after the upshift. The concentration of biomass 
has been normalized to mg biomass (h) mmol glucose  ^ (ml "S . 
The five strains examined were E. coli B, H10407, 711 pCG8 6, 
711 P307, and its mutant, 711 P307 crp and each was grown at 
pH 7.0. All five strains show an immediate increase in bio­
mass following upshift and continue to increase at this rate 
until at least 8 h after upshift. H10407 and 711 pCG86 show­
ed a slightly higher rate of increase in biomass during the 
upshift than did 71.1 P307, 711 P307 crp, or E. coli B. A 
comparison of the DNA concentration of the five strains be­
fore and after an upshift, expressed as mg DNA (h) mmol glu­
cose  ^ (ml "S , is shown in Figure 19. During phase 3 the 
DNA concentration of E. coli B is higher than that of 
H10407, but upon upshift the DNA concentration of H10407 
increases at a higher rate and concentration than does B.
711 P307, 711 P307 crp, and 711 pCG86 show similar increases 
in DNA and the rate of increase in DNA in these strains is 
higher than that of B. Therefore E. coli B may lag behind
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Figure 18. A comparison of the biomass concentration,
which has been normalized to 1 mmol glucose h , 
of E. coli strains, B (■), H10407 (•), 711 
pCG86 (A), 711 P307 (O), and 711 P307 cr£ (□) 
grown at pH 7.0 before and after an upshift.
*
actually mg biomass (h) 
mmol glucose (ml)
-20







Figure 19. A comparison of the DNA concentration, 
has been normalized to 1 mmol glucose 
E. coli strains, B (■), H10407 (•), 
(A), 711 P307 (O), and 711 P307 crp 
at pH 7.0 before and after an upshift.
*
actually mg DNA (h)
mmol glucose (ml)
which 
h , of 
711 pCG86 
( □) grown




the other strains in DNA synthesis upon upshift. A compari­
son of the RNA concentration of the five strains before and 
after upshift is shown in Figure 20. The RNA concentration 
has been normalized to mg RNA (h) mmol glucose  ^ (ml "S .
E. coli B shows a high rate of increase in RNA synthesis im­
mediately after the upshift, but the rate of synthesis beg­
ins to plateau after 4 h. H104 07 and 711 pCG86 show similar 
rates of RNA synthesis, which continue steadily after the 
upshift. 711 P307 has a slightly higher rate of RNA synthe­
sis than do H10407 and 711 pCG86 after the upshift, but the 
rate of synthesis plateaus after 6 h as with E. coli B. 711 
P307 crp has the lowest rate of RNA synthesis suggesting 
that the crp mutation may affect the synthesis of RNA.
A comparison of the protein concentration normalized to 
mg protein (h) mmol glucose  ^ (ml before and after up­
shift is illustrated in Figure 21. E. coli B and H10407 
show nearly the same rate of increase in protein synthesis 
after the upshift, while 711 P307, 711 P307 crp, and 711 
pCG8 6 show a slightly lower rate of increase in protein syn­
thesis. In all five strains protein synthesis continues at 
a steady rate after upshift.
Cell viability or cell division is compared for the 
five strains before and after upshift in Figure 22. Cell
9
viability is expressed in colony forming units (CFU) x 10 
ml ^ and has not been normalized for differences in GPR.
Cell division in H10407 at an upshift GPR of 1581 nmol glu­
cose h ^ increases at a steady rate immediately after up­
shift. E. coli B at an upshift GPR of 1552 ymol glucose h ^
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Figure 20. A comparison of the RNA concentration/ wljiich 
has been normalized to 1 mmol glucose h , of 
E. coli strains, B ( ■), H10407 ( • ), 711 pCG86 
(A), 711 P307 (O), and 711 P307 crp (□) 
grown at pH 7.0 before and after an upshift.
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Figure 21. A comparison of the protein concentration, 
which has been normalized to 1 mmol glucose 
h , of E. coli strains, B ( ■ ), H10407 ( • ) ,
711 pCG86 (A), 711 P307 (O), and 711 P307 crp 
(□) grown at pH 7.0 before and after an upshift.
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Figure 22. A comparison of the viable counts (CFU x 10
ml ) of E. coli strains grown at pH 7.0 before 
and after an upshift. E. coli g (■ ) was grown 
at a GPR of 387 ymol glucose h _^and upshifted 
to a GPR of 1552 ymol glucose h . E. coli 
H1O4O7^(0) was grown at a GPR of 416 ymol gluc­
ose h ancjl upshifted to a GPR of 1581 ymol 
glucose h . E. coli 711 pCGSfS-^A) was grown 
at a GPR of 416 ymol glucose h _^and upshifted 
to a GPR of 1664 ymol glucose h . E. coli 
711 P307 (O ) was grown at a GPR of 792 ymol 
glucose h“-j- and upshifted to a GPR of 2692 ymol 
glucose h . E. coli 711 P307 crp ( □ ) was 
grown at a GPR of 833 ymol glucose h”l and up- 








has fewer viable cells in phase 3 and the upshift than any 
of the other strains, but upon upshift the cell division 
rate does increase immediately. 711 P307 at an upshift GPR 
of 2692 ymol glucose h \  711 P307 crp at an upshift GPR of 
3332 ymol glucose h \  and 711 pCG86 at an upshift GPR of 
1664 ymol glucose h ^ show an initial decline in cell divi­
sion upon upshift, but after 1 h, cell division in 711 P307 
crp begins to increase and after 2 h, cell division in 711 
P307 and 711 pCG86 begins to increase. 711 P307 and 711
pCG86 show a similar increase in cell division rate at near-
9 -1ly the same CFU x 10 ml despite the fact that 711 pCG86 
is upshifted at a lower GPR. After the upshift cell divi­
sion in 711 P307 crp begins to increase faster than do 711 
P307 and 711 pCG86, but at a lower cell division rate, so 
that despite the higher upshift GPR of 711 P307 crp, a lower 
cell division rate is present than in 711 P307, 711 pCG86, 
or H10407.
In comparing the five strains, it is apparent that 
H10407 shows the best recovery from regulation by ppGpp in 
that all of the cell parameters shown increase immediately 
at a steadily increasing rate after upshift. E. coli B 
shows an immediate increase in the rates of synthesis of 
biomass, protein, and cell division after the upshift. RNA 
synthesis in B shows a rapid increase immediately after the 
upshift, which plateaus after several hours. However, des­
pite the fact that the actual concentration of DNA increases 
after the upshift, the rate of DNA synthesis lags behind 
that of other strains. 711 P307, 711 P307 crp, and 711
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pCG86 show similar rates of synthesis of DNA and protein af­
ter an upshift. However, 711 P307 crp shows a lower increase 
in biomass and lower rates of RNA synthesis and cell divi­
sion than do 711 P307 and 711 pCG86. This indicates that 
the crp mutation does affect the yield of cell parameters 
per molecule of glucose.
In order to determine the effect of pH and GPR on cell 
parameters after an upshift, E. coli H10407 was grown and 
upshifted at pH 7.0 and at pH 8.5 at two different GPR.
Figure 23 shows a comparison of the biomass concentration, 
expressed as mg biomass (h) mmol glucose  ^ (ml "S , of 
H10407 grown at pH 7.0 at a GPR of 416 ymol glucose h  ^ and 
upshifted to a GPR of 1581 ymol glucose h \  to H10407 grown 
at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 416 ymol glucose h ^ and upshifted to 
a GPR of 1560 ymol glucose h \  and to H10407 grown at pH 
8.5 at a GPR of 1000 ymol glucose h  ^ and upshifted to 2900 
ymol h At pH 7.0 the biomass concentration appears to be
twice as high as at pH 8.5. The biomass concentration of 
H10407 at pH 8.5 at the lower GPR is slightly higher than 
that at the higher GPR. With all three growth conditions, 
the actual rate of increase of biomass appears to be simi­
lar .
Figure 24 shows the effect of upshift on DNA synthesis, 
expressed as mg DNA (h) mmol glucose ^ (ml "S , in H10407.
The DNA concentration of H10407 at pH 7.0 and pH 8.5 at the 
GPR of 416 ymol glucose h  ^ appears to be the same in phase 
3. Upon upshift the DNA concentration and the rate of DNA
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Figure 23. A comparison of the biomass concentration of 
E. coli H10407 normalized to 1 mmol glucose h 
when grown at pH 7.0 at a GPR of 416 ymol gluc­
ose h“l (•), at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 416 ymol 
glucose h“l (•)» and at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 
1000 ymol glucose h"l (A) before and after an 
upshift.









Figure 24. A comparison of the DNA concentration of
E. coli H10407 normalized to 1 mmol glucose 
h~l when grown at pH 7.0 at a GPR of 416 ymol 
glucose h"l (•), at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 416 
ymol glucose h--*- (■) , and at pH 8.5 at a GPR 
of 1000 ymol glucose h”l (A ) before and after 
an upshift.
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synthesis are much higher at pH 7.0 than at pH 8.5. DNA 
synthesis at pH 8.5 at the higher GPR is lower than at ei­
ther of the other growth conditions both before and after 
upshift. The concentration of RNA, expressed as mg RNA (h) 
mmol glucose  ^ (ml "S , shown in Figure 25 is much higher for 
H10407 grown at pH 7.0 than at pH 8.5 both before and after 
the upshift. At pH 8.5 more RNA is synthesized at the low­
er GPR than at the higher GPR. However, the actual rate of 
RNA synthesis is similar under all three growth conditions.
Protein concentration, expressed as mg protein (h) mmol 
-1 -1glucose (ml ), differs from the other cell parameters as 
shown in Figure 26. During phase 3 protein concentration 
in H10407 is higher at pH 7.0, followed by the concentration 
of protein of H10407 grown at pH 8.5 at the lower GPR, and 
its protein concentration when grown at pH 8.5 at the higher 
GPR. However, after the upshift, protein concentration is 
higher at pH 8.5 at both GPR than at pH 7.0. After the up­
shift, protein synthesis at pH 8.5 at the lower GPR initial­
ly increases rapidly and then it plateaus to a lower rate 
of synthesis after 3 h. At the higher GPR at pH 8.5 only a 
slight increase in protein synthesis is seen after the up­
shift, but the protein concentration for the first 6 h is 
still higher than at pH 7.0, but is lower than that of 
H10407 grown at pH 8.5 at the lower GPR. After the upshift 
protein synthesis at pH 7.0 increases at a steady rate im­
mediately, but has a lower concentration of protein than at
pH 8.5. The change in cell division at pH 7.0 and pH 8.5
9 -1is shown in Figure 27 and is expressed as CFU x 10 ml
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Figure 25. A comparison of the RNA concentration of
E. coli H10407 normalized to 1 mmol glucose h 
when grown at pH 7.0 at a GPR of 416 ymol gluc- 
°§f (•) t at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 416 ymol glucose 
h (■) , and at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 1000 ymol 
glucose h“l (A) before and after an upshift.
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Figure 26. A comparison of the protein concentration of 
E. coli H10407 normalized to 1 mmol glucose h 
when grown at pH 7.0 at a GPR of 416 ymol gluc­
ose h“l (• ), at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 416 ymol 
glucose h-^ (41 ), and at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 
1000 ymol glucose h--*- (A) before and after an 
upshift.
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Figure 27. A comparison of the viable counts (CFU x 10 
ml-1) of E. coli H10407 grown at pH 7.0 (•) 
at a GPR of 416 ymol glucose h"1 and upshifted 
to a GPR of 1581 ymol glucose h-1, at pH 8.5 
( ■  ) at a GPR of 416 ymol glucose h-^ and up- 
shifted to a GPR of 1560 ymol glucose h--*-, and 
at pH 8.5 (▲) at a GPR of 1000 ymol glucose 










At pH 7.0 cell division increases immediately and continues 
at a steady rate. At pH 8.5 at the lower GPR H10407 shows 
a decline in the division rate indicating that a certain 
percentage of the population is dying. At the higher GPR 
at pH 8.5 cell division increases initially at a rate higher 
than the increase in GPR. After 3 h the rate of cell divi­
sion plateaus and begins to decline.
In general, after an upshift, growth appears to be 
greater at pH 7.0 than at pH 8.5. However, protein synthe­
sis is greater at pH 8.5 than at pH 7.0. At pH 8.5 growth 
appears to be greater both before and after upshift at the 
lower GPR. This suggests that a proportional increase in 
growth by increasing GPR at pH 8.5 is not seen during phase 
3 and the upshift.
To further understand the changes occurring during an 
upshift, the rates of change of the cell parameters in 
phase 3 and the upshift have been determined and the ratio 
of these rates of change has been calculated. Table 4 shows 
the change in cell parameters of the five E. coli strains 
grown at pH 7.0. Table 4a shows the preupshift rates of 
change of biomass, DNA, RNA, and protein expressed as yg 
(ml mmol glucose ^ , while Table 4b shows the postupshift 
rates of change of the cell parameters 6 h after the upshift. 
Table 4c shows the ratio of the rates of change of cell par­
ameters during the upshift to the rates of change of cell 
parameters during phase 3. E. coli B has the largest ratio 
of increase in biomass showing a nearly 4-fold increase.
This dramatic increase is due to the fact that during phase
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Table 4
Change in Cell Parameters 
of E. coli Strains Grown at pH 7.0
a. Preupshift rates of change of cell parameters during
phase 3 (yg ml mmol glucose -1)
Strain GPR1 Biomass DNA RNA Protein
B 387 9.8 0.8 0.8 20.2
H10407 416 21.4 0.2 4.3 14.7
711 pCG86 416 16.4 0.5 0.2 14.9
711 P307 792 23.1 1.1 4.0 -





change of cell 
mmol glucose-!)
parameters 6 h af1
Strain GPR Biomass DNA RNA Protein
B 1552 38.0 0.4 8.4 25.1
H10407 1581 40.0 2.5 5.5 22.1
711 pCG86 1664 31.1 1.4 3.7 15.0
711 P307 2692 28.5 1.7 4.3 19.7
711 P307 crp 3332 16.0 1.6 1.6 17.5
c. Ratio of the rate of change of cell parameters during the 
upshift to the rate of change of cell parameters during 
phase 3
Strain Biomass DNA RNA Protein
B 3.9 0.6 10.7 1.2
H10407 1.9 10.5 1.3 1.5
711 pCG86 1.9 2.9 15.5 1.0
711 P307 1.2 1.5 1.1 -
711 P307 crp 0.8 1.2 1.2 -
^GPR = ymol glucose h“l
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3  the rate of change in biomass is only half what it was 
with the enterotoxigenic strains. H10407 and 711 pCG 8 6  in­
crease nearly 2-fold from the phase 3 rate of change of bio­
mass. 711 P307 shows an increase of only 1.2-fold, while 
711 P307 crp shows a decrease in the rate of change of bio­
mass. Despite the substantial increase in biomass, E. coli 
B shows that the rate of change of DNA synthesis decreases 
upon upshift indicating a definite lag in DNA synthesis.
DNA synthesis in H10407 and 711 pCG 8 6  shows a 10.5-fold in­
crease and a 2.9-fold increase, respectively, during the 
upshift indicating no apparent lag in DNA synthesis. Only 
low increases in DNA synthesis in 711 P307 and 711 pCG 8 6  are 
seen during the upshift. Large increases in RNA synthesis 
are seen with E. coli B and 711 pCG 8 6 , while low increases 
are seen with H10407, 711 P307, and 711 P307 crp. Only low 
increases in protein synthesis are seen in any of the 
strains. These results would indicate that H10407 and 711 
pCG 8 6  resume higher rates of growth immediately after up­
shift. E. coli B shows a higher growth rate immediately, 
but DNA synthesis lags while RNA synthesis is very high.
This may suggest that due to ppGpp restriction, RNA must 
first be synthesized before DNA synthesis can continue.
711 P307 shows a low increase in cell parameters suggesting 
it is slow to recover from ppGpp regulation, while the crp 
mutant shows little or no increase indicating that the loss 
of CRP may have affected its growth yield and its ability 
to recover from stringent control.
Table 5 illustrates the change in cell parameters of
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Table 5
Change in Cell Parameters of 
E. coli H104 07 Grown at pH 7.0 and pH 8.5 
at Different GPR^
a. Preupshift rates of change of cell parameters during 
phase 3 (yg ml - 1  mmol glucose-!)
pH GPR Biomass DNA RNA Protein
7.0 416 21.4 0 . 2 4.3 14.7
8.5 416 11.3 0.5 0 . 2 7.7
8.5 1000 3.9 0 . 2 0 . 8 4.2
b. Postupshift rates of 





parameters 6  h after
pH GPR Biomass DNA RNA Protein
7.0 1581 40.0 2.5 5.5 2 2 . 1
8.5 1560 35.3 0.7 4.8 47.0
8.5 2900 21.3 0.7 3.4 14.4
c. Ratio of the 
the upshift 
during phase
rate of change of cell parameters during 
to the rate of change of cell parameters 
3
pH Biomass DNA RNA Protein
7.0 1.9 10.5 1.3 1.5
8.5 3.1 1.5 2 0 . 0 6 . 1
8.5 5.5 3.4 4.3 3.4
^GPR = ymol glucose h ^
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E. coli H10407 grown at pH 7.0 and pH 8.5 at different GPR. 
Tables 5 a and b show the preupshift rates of change in cell 
parameters during phase 3 and the postupshift rates of change 
in cell parameters, respectively. The rates of change are 
expressed in yg (ml mmol glucose ^ . Table 5 c shows the 
ratio of change of cell parameters during the upshift to the 
rate of change of cell parameters during phase 3. During 
phase 3 and the upshift, the rate of change of biomass is 
much higher at pH 7.0 than at pH 8.5. In addition at pH 8 .5 
the rate of change of biomass is much higher at the lower 
GPR during phase 3 and the upshift. At all three growth 
conditions the ratio of change in biomass increases. How­
ever, the highest increase is with H10407 grown at pH 8.5 
at the higher GPR, followed by H10407 grown at pH 8.5 at the 
lower GPR, and finally H10407 grown at pH 7.0. This suggests 
that biomass concentration at pH 8.5 is more affected by 
stringency than at pH 7.0 and that once stringency is no 
longer controlling biomass production, then biomass will in­
crease with the upshift GPR. The synthesis of DNA, RNA, and 
protein increase under all three growth conditions. In sup­
port of the idea that stringent control affects growth more 
at pH 8.5, it appears that the change in RNA synthesis in 
phase 3 at pH 8.5 is much less than at pH 7.0. The ratio of 
the rate of change in RNA synthesis after upshift is much 
higher at both GPR at pH 8.5 than at pH 7.0. This indicates 
that RNA synthesis was being regulated by ppGpp more strin­
gently at pH 8.5 and that upon upshift more RNA synthesis 
was required to reach higher growth rates. Protein synthe-
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sis is also higher at pH 8.5 suggesting that once protein 
synthesis is no longer under stringent control, a higher 
rate of protein synthesis begins.
Therefore growth is affected more by stringency at pH
8.5 than at pH 7.0. In addition greater growth is obtained 
at pH 8.5 at the lower GPR than at the higher GPR.
The growth yields, Y , of the five strains were deter- 
mined in phase 3 and during the upshift and are shown in 
Table 6 . Table 6  a shows the growth yields of the five 
E. coli strains and Table 6  b shows the growth yields of 
H10407 grown at pH 7.0 and pH 8.5 at two GPR. In phase 3,
E. coli B has the lowest growth yield at 4.4 mg biomass mmol 
glucose 1, but shows the largest increase in growth yield 
upon upshift. H10407, 711 P307, and 711 P307 crp have com­
parable phase 3 yields, while that of 711 pCG 8 6  is lower. 
Upon upshift the yields of H10407 and 711 pCG 8 6  nearly doub­
le, while 711 P307 shows a small increase and the crp mutant 
actually shows a lower yield. In phase 3 the yield of the 
crp mutant is lower than that of 711 P307 indicating an ef­
fect of the loss of CRP. This difference is enhanced upon 
upshift when the Y for the crp mutant becomes even lower.
The growth yield of H104 07 at pH 7.0 is higher than at 
pH 8.5 at both GPR during phase 3 and the upshift and a 2- 
fold increase in yield is seen upon upshift. At pH 8.5 the 
growth yield is higher at the lower GPR than at the higher 
GPR. At the lower GPR a 3-fold increase in yield is seen 
after upshift, while at the higher GPR a 5-fold increase is 
seen. Therefore the overall yield is better at pH 7.0 than
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Table 6
YG of E. coli Strains 
during Phase 3 and during an Upshift







B 387 1552 4.4
Ll
17.1
H10407 416 1581 9.6 18.0
711 pCG 8 6 416 1664 7.4 14.0
711 P307 792 2692 10.4 1 2 . 8
711 P307 crp 833 3332 9.2 7.2
b. E. coli H10407 grown 
GPR














8.5 416 1560 5.1 15.9
8.5 1 0 0 0 2900 1 . 8 9.6
ymol glucose h ^
 ^ g biomass
mol glucose
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than at pH 8.5 and ppGpp may regulate more control over grow­
th during phase 3 at pH 8.5 than at pH 7.0. In addition at 
pH 8.5 the growth yield is negatively affected by an increase 
in GPR.
Table 7 shows a comparison of the growth parameters of 
the different E. coli strains just prior to an upshift.
Table 7 a shows the comparison of mg DNA mg biomass \  fg 
biomass CFU \  and fg DNA CFU  ^ for the five E. coli strains 
grown at pH 7.0. E. coli B, 711 pCG 8 6 , and 711 P307 have 
the same concentration of DNA per mg biomass, while H10407
has less and 711 P307 crp has more just prior to upshift.
9 -1Due to its low CFU x 10 (ml ), E. coli B has a much higher 
concentration of biomass per cell and DNA per cell than do 
the other strains. By allowing 1 genome to equal approxi­
mately 10 fg DNA CFU  ^ (Helmstetter and Cooper, 1968), it 
would appear that E. coli B has about 18 genomes present 
just prior to upshift. This may account for the lag in DNA 
synthesis upon upshift or it may indicate that cell death is 
occurring in E. coli B. In H10407, 711 pCG 8 6 , and 711 P307 
approximately three genomes are found, while 5 genomes are 
present in 711 P307 crp. Because of the fewer number of 
genomes per cell, there would be less of a need for a lag 
in DNA synthesis after the upshift. The yield of biomass 
per cell is similar for the 711 strains and is higher for 
H10407. This higher value in H10407 is not surprising since 
this organism responds most quickly to the increase in GPR 
upon upshift.
Table 7 b shows a comparison of these growth parameters
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Table 7
A Comparison of Growth Parameters of 
Different E. coli Strains Just Prior to an Upshift
a. A comparison of growth parameters of E. coli strains 




711 pCG 8 6  416
711 P307 792






















b. A comparison of growth parameters of E. coli H10407 



















 ^ ymol glucose h ^
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in H10407 grown at pH 7.0 and at pH 8.5 at two GPR. At pH
8.5 more DNA per biomass is present, particularly at the 
higher GPR, than at pH 7.0. More biomass per cell is pre­
sent at pH 8.5 at the higher GPR than at the lower GPR or at 
pH 7.0. Based on the fg DNA CFU it would appear that at 
pH 7.0 there are 2-3 genomes present per cell, while at pH
8.5 there are 4-5 genomes present per cell. This may explain 
the lag in DNA synthesis that is present upon upshift at 
both GPR at pH 8.5. More DNA synthesis is not necessary un­
til the number of genomes per cell has been reduced to one.
In summary, there are major differences between the 
five strains studied in the way they respond to an upshift 
in GPR. These differences may be related to their rel geno­
type and the degree to which each strain is controlled by 
the stringent response. In addition, pH and the initial 
GPR appear to alter an organism's response to an upshift in 
GPR. The loss of CRP has been shown to hinder the ability 
of 711 P307 to recover from stringent control and to main­
tain the same growth yield as that of the parent strain.
Change in Plasmid DNA throughout the Three Phases
Plasmid DNA was monitored through the three phases and 
on upshift to determine if the plasmid was lost at any point. 
In !.• c°li H10407 a 60 x 10^ molecular weight plasmid (based 
on a molecular weight standard plasmid) was found to be pre­
sent throughout the three phases and on upshift when grown 
at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 416 ymol glucose h  ^ (Figure 28).
This plasmid codes for the ST toxin and the CFA I attachment
g
factor (Smith et al., 1982). Another plasmid of 42 x 10
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Figure 28.. The presence of plasmid DNA throughout the
three phases and an upshift as illustrated on 
an agarose (7%) gel electrophoresis when 
E. coli H10407 is grown at a GPR of 416 ymol 
glucose h-  ^ at a pH of 8.5.
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molecular weight (McConnell et al. , 1980), which codes for 
LT was not as easily detected. However, this was due to 
technical difficulties rather than to loss of the plasmid, 
since the plasmid was not easily detected from batch cul­
tures. In E. coli 711 pCG 8 6  a 60 x 10^ molecular weight 
plasmid coding for both LT and ST (Elwell and Shipley, 1980) 
was detected during the three phases and the upshift.
Production of LT Enterotoxin,
Tryptophanase, and g-galactosidase
Two assay systems have been used to measure both the 
polymyxin B-released LT and the secreted LT. The CHO cell 
assay measures the total nicked holotoxin present plus the 
total unnicked holotoxin once the samples are trypsinized.
In addition some nicked subunit A may be measured. The 
ELISA measures the the total holotoxin, nicked and unnicked, 
without distinguishing between the two, plus subunit A and 
subunit B. For the analysis of enterotoxin production, four 
types of measurements have been made. The types of measure­
ments and their interpretations are illustrated in Table 8 . 
E. coli H10407 has been grown at two GPR, 416 ymol glucose 
h ^ and 833 ymol glucose h \  at pH 8.5. Previously, LT 
production has been shown to be greater at pH 8.5 despite 
the fact that growth at pH 7.0 is greater (Eifert, 1979). 
Figure 29 shows CHO cell activity of polymyxin B-released 
(PBR) LT of both trypsin-treated and untreated samples from 
H10407 grown at 416 ymol glucose h  ^ expressed as ng CT-equ- 
ivalents mg biomass ^ . Initially in phase 1 a rise in LT 
production per mg biomass is observed. Near the end of
Table 8




Types of Measurements of Enterotoxin Production
• Accumulation of Accumulation of Total Toxin
PBR Toxin Secreted Toxin Secreted Toxin per unit
Measurements Measurements per unit Biomass Biomass
CHO Cell CHO Cell CHO Cell CHO Cell
Assay ELISA Assay ELISA Assay ELISA Assay ELISA
trp+1 trp~2 trp+ trp- trp+ trp“ trp+ trp
N3& U4 N Total N & U N Total N & U N Total N & U N Total
PBR PBR PBR Sec^ Sec Sec Sec Sec Sec Sec Sec Sec
LT LT LT LT LT LT LT LT LT & & &
PBR PBR PBR








ng CT-equivalents ng CT-equivalents 
mg biomass mg biomass
(specific activity)(specific activity)
Measure of LT 
production and 
retention within 





of LT secreted, 
rather than 
relative amounts




Measure of total 
LT production 
relative to biomass 
production
2trp_ = trypsinized 
^trp = not trypsinized 
= nicked 
5U = unnicked 
Sec = secreted
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Figure 29. Trypsin-treated (•) and untreated (A) PBR-LT 
samples of E. coli Hl0407_grown at pH 8.5 at a 
GPR of 416 ymol glucose h .and upshifted to a 
GPR of 1664 ymol glucose h“ were measured by 
the CHO cell assay and are expressed as ng CT- 
equivalents mg biomass-!.






phase 1 LT production per mg biomass begins to decline and 
continues to decline throughout phase 2 and phase 3. Both 
unnicked and nicked LT are present during phase 1, but 
throughout phase 2 and phase 3 the majority of the LT is 
nicked. A 4-fold upshift to 1664 ymol glucose h  ^ still 
resulted in a steady decline in LT production per mg bio­
mass. The accumulation of secreted toxin as measured by the 
CHO cell assay shown in Figure 30 at the same GPR indicates 
that LT is steadily secreted throughout the three phases and 
shows a nearly proportional increase (3.3-fold) in LT secre­
tion when upshifted 4-fold. Throughout the three phases the 
amount of unnicked toxin that is secreted appears to in­
crease. Just prior to upshift, 40% of the secreted toxin is 
unnicked. Upon upshift approximately 50% of the secreted 
toxin is unnicked, so that a slight decrease in the nicking 
process or in the secretion of nicked LT is observed. The 
accumulation of secreted LT per mg biomass of E. coli H10407 
grown at pH 8 .5 at a GPR of 416 ymol glucose h  ^ is shown in 
Figure 31. The accumulation of secreted unnicked LT in­
creases steadily during phase 1. At the beginning of phase 
2 the secretion of unnicked LT decelerates to a lower rate 
of increase throughout phase 2. At the beginning of phase 3 
the rate of accumulation of unnicked LT again accelerates. 
The accumulation of secreted nicked LT per mg biomass is 
constant during phase 1 and into phase 2. During phase 2 
the rate of accumulation of secreted nicked LT accelerates 
and then decelerates and continues to accumulate at this 
rate throughout phase 3. Upon the 4-fold upshift the accum-
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Figure 30. The accumulation of secreted LT, both trypsin- 
treated ( • ) and untreated (A) , has been meas­
ured by the CHO cell assay when E. coli H10407 
was grown at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 416 ymol glucose 
h"^ and was upshifted to a GPR of 1664 ymol 
glucose h“l. The accumulation of secreted LT is 

















Figure 31. The accumulation of secreted LT, both trypsin- 
treated ( 9 ) and untreated ( ▲), per mg biomass 
has been measured by the CHO cell assay when 
E. coli H10407 was arown at pH 8 .5 at a GPR of 
416 ymol glucose h and was upshifted to a GPR 
of 1664 ymol glucose h“l. The accumulation of 























ulation of secreted nicked LT drops off sharply, while the 
accumulation of secreted unnicked LT remains constant. Fig­
ure 32 shows the total toxin, both PBR and secreted, pro­
duced per mg biomass when E. coli H10407 is grown at a GPR 
of 416 ymol glucose h  ^ at pH 8.5. The total toxin produced 
per mg biomass shows an initial increase in toxin production. 
At the beginning of phase 2, the toxin production drops mark­
edly and then begins to increase throughout phase 2  at a 
steady rate. At the beginning of phase 3, this production 
rate again increases. Once a 4-fold upshift begins, LT pro­
duction per mg biomass immediately drops and then levels off. 
The total nicked LT per mg biomass increases in phase 1 and 
then decreases at the beginning of phase 2. The production 
of nicked LT is constant until the middle of phase 2 where 
it accelerates and then decelerates at the end of phase 2 . 
During phase 3 the rate of nicked LT production again in­
creases. When H10407 is upshifted the nicked LT production 
per mg biomass steadily declines. Little unnicked toxin is 
produced during phase 1. During early phase 2 approximately 
50% of the toxin is unnicked, while near the end of phase 2 
and during phase 3 only 30% of the toxin is unnicked. Dur­
ing the upshift 45% of the toxin present is unnicked.
At a GPR of 416 ymol glucose h ^ at pH 8.5 the majority 
of the toxin produced by H10407 appears to be secreted from 
the cell during phases 2 and 3. Total toxin production per 
mg biomass appears to increase during phases 2 and 3 with 
the increase in ppGpp. Therefore toxin production and sec­
retion may be positively regulated by ppGpp. Overall the
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Figure 32. The total LT, both trypsin-treated (•) and un­
treated ( ▲ ), produced per mg biomass has been 
measured by the CHO cell assay when E. coli 
H10407 was^grown at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 416 ymol 
glucose h and was upshifted to a GPR of 1664 
ymol glucose h-1. Total LT per mg biomass is 



















proportion of unnicked LT appears to increase during phases 
2 and 3 suggesting that the nicking process may be negative­
ly regulated by ppGpp. The 4-fold upshift appears to dis­
favor the total toxin production per mg biomass and the ac­
cumulation of secreted LT per mg biomass, but the absolute 
concentration of toxin increases. '
Growth of H10407 at a higher GPR of 833 ymol glucose 
h at pH 8.5 shows a somewhat different pattern of PBR-LT 
production (measured by the CHO cell assay) as shown in Fig­
ure 33. The nicked LT appears to be produced at approximate­
ly the same rate per mg biomass as at the lower GPR. How­
ever, the unnicked LT appears to be 5-fold higher than the 
nicked LT in phase 1 and 12-fold higher than the unnicked 
LT at the lower GPR during phase 1. During phases 2 and 3, 
the nicked LT declines gradually through the phases, while 
the unnicked toxin is produced at a constant or slightly in­
creasing rate per mg biomass. The unnicked toxin represents 
approximately a 1 0 -fold higher concentration than that of 
the nicked LT during phase 2 and phase 3. Upon a 2.1-fold 
upshift, the nicked toxin produced per mg biomass continues 
to decline at a steady rate, while the unnicked toxin drops 
to about half the concentration of LT per mg biomass in 
phase 3. By the end of the upshift, the unnicked LT concen­
tration per mg biomass has begun to increase. In Figure 34 
the accumulation of secreted LT at the GPR of 833 ymol gluc­
ose h  ^ shows a steady increase throughout the phases and 
into the upshift. Very little of the secreted LT appears to 




Figure 33. Trypsin-treated (•) and untreated (▲) PBR-LT 
samples of E. coli H10407 grown at pH 8.5 at a 
GPR of 833 ymol glucose h - 1  and upshifted to a 
GPR of 1749 ymol glucose h - 1  were measured by 
the CHO cell assay and are expressed as ng CT- 















Figure 34. The accumulation of secreted LT, both trypsin- 
treated ( • ) and untreated ( ▲ ), has been 
measured by the CHO cell assay when E. coli 
H10407 was grown at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 833 ymol 
glucose h _ 1  and was upshifted to a GPR of 1749 
ymol glucose h“l. The accumulation of secreted 
















at the higher GPR. The nicked LT shows a 2.3-fold increase 
at the higher GPR, while the unnicked LT shows only a 1.4- 
fold increase. This would suggest that more unnicked LT is 
being released from the cell at the lower GPR, while more 
unnicked LT is being retained by the cell at the higher GPR. 
In addition an increase in the rate of accumulation of LT 
secretion is apparent at the beginning of phase 3 indicating 
again that secretion may be enhanced by the presence of 
ppGpp. The accumulation of secreted LT per mg biomass at 
this same GPR is shown in Figure 35. An initial increase in 
the accumulation of secreted toxin per mg biomass occurs dur­
ing phase 1. At this point nearly equal quantities of nick­
ed and unnicked LT are being secreted. The rate of accumula­
tion of secreted LT per mg biomass decelerates at the start 
of phase 2  and continues at this rate throughout this phase. 
Throughout phase 2 the proportion of nicked toxin secreted 
increases while that of unnicked decreases such that during 
phase 3  essentially all of the toxin being secreted is nick­
ed. In addition in phase 3 the rate of accumulation of sec­
reted LT increases suggesting an enhancing effect on secret­
ion by ppGpp. When H10407 is upshifted toxin secretion per 
mg biomass again drops initially and then after several 
hours begins to increase. The total toxin produced per mg 
biomass at 833 ymol glucose h  ^ is shown in Figure 36. In­
itially approximately 4-fold more unnicked toxin is produced 
than is nicked toxin during phase 1. Overall more toxin is 
produced per mg biomass during phase 1  than during phase 2  
or 3 or the upshift. Once phase 2 begins total toxin pro-
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Figure 35. The accumulation of secreted LT, both trypsin- 
treated (•) and untreated (A) per mg biomass, 
has been measured by the CHO cell assay when 
E. coli H10407 was_grown at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 
833 ymol glucose h and was upshifted to a GPR 
of 1749 ymol glucose h“l. The accumulation of 


























Figure 36. The total LT, both trypsin-treated (•) and 
untreated (A ), biomass has been measured by 
the CHO cell assay when E. coli H10407 was grown 
at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 833 ymol glucose h“-*- and 
was upshifted to a GPR of 1749 ymol glucose h“l. 




























duction per mg biomass declines sharply and then throughout 
this phase a gradual increase in toxin production per mg bio­
mass is seen. When phase 3 begins, the rate of toxin produc­
tion per mg biomass increases and continues at this higher 
rate of toxin production until the upshift. Toxin production 
per mg biomass falls upon upshift. After several h the tox­
in production per mg biomass again accelerates. At the be­
ginning of phase 2 nicked LT is only 31% of the total toxin, 
but by the end of phase 2 it is 59% of the total LT per mg
biomass. By the end of phase 3 nicked LT is 71% of the total
toxin produced per mg biomass. Despite the overall drop in
toxin production per mg biomass during the upshift, the pro­
portion of nicked toxin rises to 80%. This indicates that at 
the higher GPR the nicking process is favored, while at the 
lower GPR it is not favored. This may suggest that the nick­
ing process is energy-dependent. At the higher GPR more tox­
in is produced per mg biomass than at the lower GPR. At both 
GPR toxin production per mg biomass appears to be influenced 
by the change in phases and thus may be positively regulated 
by ppGpp and the rel system. The secretion of toxin at both
GPR also appears to be positively regulated by ppGpp and to
change with the biomass phases.
Analysis of the PBR-LT by the ELISA at the same GPR of
416 and 833 ymol glucose h ^ is shown in Figure 37. The
amount of PBR toxin produced per mg biomass appears to fol­
low a similar pattern at both GPR. A sharp increase is seen 
in the amount of PBR-LT present per mg biomass during phase 
1 and early phase 2; then the toxin concentration drops to a
135
Figure 37. PBR-LT samples of E. coli H10407 grown at pH
8.5 at a GPR of 416 ymol glucose h and up-
shifted to 1664 ymol glucose h“l (■) and at
a GPR of 833 ymol glucose h"-*- and upshifted to 
a GPR of 1749 ymol glucose h“l ( □) were meas­
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constant level throughout phases 2 and 3. During the up­
shift the amount of PBR-LT present per mg biomass at the low­
er GPR shows a slight increase followed by a decline. No 
change is apparent at the higher GPR. Overall more LT is 
present per mg biomass at the lower GPR than at the higher 
GPR. Figure 38 shows a comparison of the accumulation of 
secreted LT at both GPR by ELISA measurement. At 416 ymol 
glucose h  ^ a steady rate of accumulation occurs throughout 
the phases. During the upshift a lag in secretion occurs 
until 8 h into the upshift. At this point an 8-fold increase 
occurred. This lag in secretion may suggest that the pro­
duction of PBR-LT is not increasing upon upshift, but that 
a restriction of the secretion process is occurring. At a 
GPR of 833 ymol glucose h \  the rate of accumulation of 
secreted LT was constant until early in phase 2. At this 
point the rate increased and was then constant until the up­
shift. This increase may be a response to the increase in 
ppGpp as phase 2 progresses. Immediately after the 2.1-fold 
upshift, a 3-fold increase in the rate of accumulation of 
secreted LT occurred. Three to four times more LT is being 
secreted by H10407 grown at the higher GPR than at the lower 
GPR. This would suggest that more LT is secreted at the 
higher GPR, while more LT is retained in the cell at the 
lower GPR. The accumulation of secreted LT per mg biomass 
at both GPR is shown in Figure 39. This figure further il­
lustrates the fact that higher quantities of LT are being 
secreted per mg biomass at the higher GPR. At 416 ymol 
glucose h  ^ a slight decline in the rate of accumulation of
138
Figure 38. The accumulation of secreted LT from E. coli 
H10407 grown at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 416 ymol 
glucose h“l and upshifted to a GPR of 1664 ymol 
glucose h“l ( ■  ) and at a GPR of 833 ymol gluc­
ose h"l and upshifted to a GPR of 1749 ymol 
glucose h“l ( □ ) has been measured by the ELISA 







Figure 39. The accumulation of secreted LT per mg biomass 
from E. coli H10407 grown at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 
416 ymol glucose h“^ and upshifted to a GPR of
1664 ymol glucose h“! ( ■ ) and at a GPR of 833
ymol glucose h-! and upshifted to a GPR of 1749
ymol glucose h-1 ( □  ) has been measured by the


























secreted LT per mg biomass is seen at the beginning of phase 
2. This rate of accumulation then remains constant through­
out phases 2 and 3. Upon upshift the rate of accumulation 
drops until near the end of the upshift where it again be­
gins to increase. At 833 ymol glucose h ^ an initial peak 
and decline in the accumulation of LT secretion per mg bio­
mass occurs during phase 1 and early phase 2. Then the 
rate of accumulation increases throughout most of phase 2. 
Near the end of phase 2, this rate declines slightly and 
then continues throughout phase 3. Upon upshift the rate of 
accumulation levels off and then again increases.
The total toxin and subunits produced per mg biomass as 
measured by the ELISA is shown in Figure 40 for both GPR. 
During phase 1 and early phase 2 more total toxin is pro­
duced initially with the lower GPR showing more LT produc­
tion per mg biomass. Early in phase 2 a decline in toxin 
production per mg biomass occurs. At 416 ymol glucose h  ^
this level of production remains constant until mid-phase 2 
where production per mg biomass again increases until the 
upshift. Once H10407 is upshifted, a steady decline in tox­
in production per mg biomass occurs until late in the up­
shift. At 833 ymol glucose h  ^ a similar pattern occurs. 
During early phase 2, LT production per mg biomass again in­
creases at a steady rate until mid-phase 2 where production 
per mg biomass declines and then continues at this produc­
tion rate throughout phase 2 and phase 3. Upon upshift a 
slight decline is seen, but then production of LT per mg 
biomass again increases. In phase 1 and phase 2, more LT is
Figure 40. Total LT per mg biomass produced by E. coli 
H10407 grown at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 416 ymol 
glucose h-! and upshifted to a GPR of 1664 ymol 
glucose h-  ^ (■) and at a GPR of 833 ymol gluc­
ose h”l and upshifted to a GPR of 1749 ymol 
glucose h-1 (CJ) has been measured by the ELISA 




















produced per mg biomass at the lower GPR, but by mid-phase 2 
higher quantities of LT are produced at the higher GPR. 
Therefore throughout most of phase 2, phase 3, and the up­
shift, more LT is produced per mg biomass at the higher GPR 
as was observed with the CHO cell assay.
The production of tryptophanase by H104 07 was studied
-3
m  two ways, by a one-time induction with 1.5 x 10 M L-
tryptophan during phase 2 and by continuous induction
-3
throughout the phases with 1.5 x 10 M L-tryptophan con­
tained in the medium input. Figure 41 shows a one-time in­
duction of tryptophanase production in H10407 at a GPR of 
416 ymol glucose h ^ at pH 8.5. Immediately after induction 
during phase 2, tryptophanase production per mg biomass in­
creases rapidly. After about 6 h the production peaks and 
then begins to decline. Tryptophanase production per mg 
biomass continues to decline throughout the remainder of 
phase 2 and phase 3 at a steady rate. After the upshift, 
tryptophanase production drops off sharply with the increase 
in glucose and continues to decline at this rate.
Continuous induction of tryptophanase per mg biomass at 
GPR 416 and 833 ymol glucose h ^ in H10407 at pH 8.5 is 
shown in Figure 42. At both GPR the production of trypto­
phanase per mg biomass begins immediately after the start of 
phase 2 when glucose becomes limiting. After the initial 
rise, the concentration per mg biomass gradually declines at 
a steady rate. This pattern is similar to that of the one­
time induction. However, tryptophanase per mg biomass is 
higher with continuous induction than with the one-time in-
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Figure 41. E. coli H10407 grown at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 416 
ymol glucose h”! and upshifted to 1664 ymol 
glucose h”! was induced with 1.5 x 10"^ M 
L-tryptophan at 14 h for a one-time induction 
of tryptophanase. Tryptophanase production per 








Figure 42. E. coli H10407 grown at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 416 
ymol glucose h”! and upshifted to 1664 ymol 
glucose h"-*- (A) and at a GPR of 833 ymol gluc­
ose h-l and upshifted to 1749 ymol glucose h“! 
(A) was continuously induced with 1.5 x 10“3 m  
L-tryptophan. Tryptophanase production per mg 
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duction at the same GPR. In addition more tryptophanase is 
produced per mg biomass at the higher GPR than at the lower 
GPR using continuous induction. After the upshift, trypto­
phanase production at both GPR drops immediately, but once 
again as glucose becomes limiting, the concentration at the 
end of the upshift begins rising. With both types of induc­
tion, it is apparent that tryptophanase production per mg 
biomass does not show any change due to the phase 2-phase 3 
shift. It does appear that the build up of ppGpp may have a 
negative effect on the production of tryptophanase per mg 
biomass, while toxin production is positively affected.
3-galactosidase activity was continuously induced in 
H10407 at two GPR, 416 and 833 ymol glucose h  ^ at pH 8.5.
Figure 43 shows continuous induction of 8-galactosidase pro-
-1 -4
duction at a GPR of 416 ymol glucose h with 1 x 10 M
lactose expressed as units of 8-galactosidase per mg biomass. 
At the beginning of phase 2 when glucose becomes limiting 8- 
galactosidase activity per mg biomass increased 2.6-fold and 
then continued throughout phase 2 and phase 3 at a constant 
rate of production per mg biomass. During the 4-fold upshift 
8-galactosidase dropped to below the background level of ac­
tivity indicating that the increase in glucose concentration 
repressed 8-galactosidase production. It was apparent that 
the lactose concentration might have been limiting since the 
concentration of 8-galactosidase produced per mg biomass im­
mediately was constant. In Figure 44 H10407 was grown at a
GPR of 833 ymol glucose h  ^ and 8-galactosidase was contin-
-3uously induced using 1.0 x 10 M lactose, a 10-fold increase
151
Figure 43. E. coli H10407 grown at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 416 
ymol glucose and upshifted to 1664 ymol
glucose h“l was continuously induced with 1 x 
10”  ^M lactose. 3-galactosidase production per 
mg biomass (■) is expressed in units 8-galact­
osidase x 1C>4 mg biomass""!.




Figure 44. E. coli H10407 grown at pH 8.5 at a GPR of 833 
ymol glucose h“! and upshifted to 3499 ymol 
glucose h“-*- was continuously induced with 1 x 
10“3 m  lactose. 8-galactosidase production per 
mg biomass (■ ) is expressed in units 8-galacto­
sidase x 10^ mg biomass- .^
units B-galactosidase/nig BIOMASS x K)^
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in concentration. At the start of phase 2, 3-galactosidase 
activity per mg biomass increased immediately and continued 
to increase at a declining rate until the start of phase 3.
At this point the production of 3-galactosidase per mg bio­
mass plateaued throughout phase 3. At the start of the 2.1- 
fold upshift, the activity per mg biomass dropped sharply as 
at the lower GPR. Near the end of the upshift, the rate of 
decline of 3-galactosidase may be changing suggesting that 
3-galactosidase activity might again increase as with tryp­
tophanase. The g-galactosidase activity per mg biomass was 
approximately 250-fold higher at the higher GPR suggesting 
that the lower concentration of lactose was limiting. Again 
as with tryptophanase, no change was observed in 3-galacto­
sidase production at the phase 2-phase 3 shift. Both 3-gal­
actosidase and tryptophanase appear to be negatively influ­
enced by ppGpp as are other general cell proteins, while 
toxin production is positively influenced. The major effects 
of growth of E. coli H10407 in the recycling fermentor on 
the production of toxin, tryptophanase, and 3-galactosidase 
have been summarized in Table 9. The effect of ppGpp, GPR, 
and upshifting to a higher GPR on the production and secre­
tion of toxin, the nicking process, tryptophanase production, 
and 3-galactosidase production have been observed.
Characterization of a cAMP Mutant 
in the Recycling Fermentor____
Enterotoxigenic E. coli strain 711 P307 and its cAMP 
mutant 711 P307 crp were grown in the recycling fermentor to 
determine the effect of the loss of CRP and cAMP on cellular
156
Table 9
Summary of the Effects of ppGpp, GPR, 
and Upshift upon the Production of Toxin, Tryptophanase, 
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functions. Figure 4 5 shows a comparison of the biomass grow­
th patterns of 711 P307 and 711 P307 crp grown at GPR of 792 
and 833 ymol glucose h \  respectively, at pH 7.0. Despite 
the fact that 711 P307 crp was grown at a slightly higher 
GPR than 711 P307, a higher proportion of biomass was pro­
duced with 711 P307, particularly throughout phases 2 and 3. 
However, the length of phase 2 does not appear to have 
changed due to the loss of CRP. However, as shown in Table 
6, the molar growth yield, Y , of the crp mutant has been
( j j  --------
affected.
A comparison of the production of enterotoxin, trypto- 
phanase, and g-galactosidase was made to determine the ef­
fect of the loss of CRP. Figure 46 shows the concentration 
of LT per mg biomass of 711 P307 at a GPR of 792 ymol gluc­
ose h ^ at pH 7.0 using the CHO cell assay to measure LT. 
During phase 1, both the nicked and unnicked toxin levels 
are high. By the start of phase 2 the concentration of both 
nicked and unnicked LT per mg biomass has dropped and con­
tinued to decline throughout phase 2 and phase 3. Nicked 
and unnicked LT are present in nearly equal proportions 
throughout the phases. During the upshift, the concentra­
tion of nicked LT per mg biomass remains relatively constant, 
while the concentration of unnicked LT declines. Toxin pro­
duction per mg biomass in 711 P3 07 crp is shown in Figure 
47 at a GPR of 833 ymol glucose h  ^ at pH 7.0. Again the LT 
concentration per mg biomass is highest during phase 1.
During phase 2 and phase 3, the concentration of both nick­
ed and unnicked LT per mg biomass declines steadily and both
158
Figure 45. The biomass growth patterns, expressed in mg 
biomass ml--*-, of E. coli 711 P307 grown at pH 
7.0 at a GPR of 792 ymol glucose h"l and up- 
shifted to a GPR of 2693 ymol glucose h-^ (•) 
and E. coli 711 P307 crp grown at pH 7.0 at a 
GPR of 833 ymol glucose h“l and upshifted to a 








Figure 46. Trypsin-treated (#) and untreated (A) PBR-LT 
samples of E. coli 711 P307 grown at pH 7.0 at 
a GPR of 792 ymol glucose h“! and upshifted to 
a GPR of 2693 ymol glucose h”-*- were measured 

























Figure 47. Trypsin-treated (•) and untreated (A) PBR-LT 
samples of E. coli 711 P307 crp-, grown at pH 7.0 
at a GPR of 833 ymol glucose h_J" and upshifted 
to a GPR of 3332 ymol glucose h“l were measured 
by the CHO cell assay and are expressed as ng 




















nicked and unnicked LT are produced in nearly equal quan­
tities. During the upshift the toxin concentration per mg 
biomass continues to decline until several hours after the 
upshift. At this point the concentration of unnicked LT be­
gins to rise. In comparing the concentration of LT per mg 
of biomass with both 711 P307 and 711 P307 crp, it is appar­
ent that from 3 to 6-fold more toxin is present per mg bio­
mass with 711 P307 than with 711 P307 crp■ This would in­
dicate that the loss of CRP does affect the concentration of 
toxin per mg biomass. With both strains a change in the pro­
portion of nicked and unnicked LT occurs at the phase 2-phase 
3 shift. More nicked LT is present during phase 3 in pro­
portion to unnicked LT suggesting a positive regulation of 
nicking by ppGpp during phase 3. H10407 shows a similar
pattern of declining LT concentration per mg biomass during 
phases 2 and 3 as with both 711 P307 and 711 P307 crp.
The accumulation of secreted LT measured by the CHO 
cell assay is shown in Figure 48 for 711 P307 at a GPR of 
792 ymol glucose h During phase 1 primarily nicked toxin
is secreted. At the start of phase 2 unnicked toxin is be­
ing secreted and the overall amount of secreted LT increases. 
At the end of phase 2 the rate of accumulation of secreted 
LT slows until later in phase 3 when the accumulation again 
accelerates. This acceleration continues into the upshift, 
whereupon the rate of accumulation slows and then continues 
at this rate throughout the upshift. Secreted nicked LT in­
creases during phase 1 and then continues to accumulate at 
a slower, but steady rate throughout phases 2 and 3 and the
165
Figure 48. The accumulation of secreted LT, both trypsin- 
treated (#) and untreated (A ), has been 
measured by the CHO cell assay when E. coli 
711 P307 was grown at pH 7.0 at a GPR of 792 
ymol glucose h-1 and was upshifted to a GPR of 
2693 ymol glucose h~l. The accumulation of 

















upshift. Unnicked toxin is secreted at a steady rate thr­
oughout phase 2 and then increases near the end of phase 3. 
During the upshift nearly 3-fold more unnicked LT is secret­
ed than is nicked. Figure 49 shows the accumulation of sec­
reted LT in 711 P307 crp at a GPR of 833 ymol glucose h ^ at 
pH 7.0. Secreted LT gradually accumulates at a steadily in­
creasing rate of accumulation throughout the three phases 
and into the upshift. The proportion of unnicked LT being 
secreted gradually increases throughout the three phases so 
that by the end of phase 3, 30% of the secreted toxin is un­
nicked. During the upshift the proportion of unnicked LT 
increases rapidly so that by the end of the upshift, 68% of
the toxin is unnicked. The decrease in unnicked LT within
the cell during phase 3 for both 711 P307 and 711 P307 crp
may be accounted for by the increase in secreted unnicked
LT suggesting an influence of ppGpp on the secretion pro­
cess. As with the concentration of LT per mg biomass, the 
accumulation of secreted LT is approximately 2 to 3-fold 
higher with 711 P307 than with its mutant 711 P307 crp.
The accumulation of secreted LT per mg biomass for 711 
P307 at a GPR of 792 ymol glucose h  ^ is shown in Figure 50. 
During phase 1 and phase 2, the accumulation of secreted LT 
per mg biomass increases rapidly and then levels to a con­
stant rate of accumulation throughout phase 3. When up- 
shifted the accumulation of secreted LT per mg biomass de­
clines rapidly and then levels off to a relatively constant 
rate. Nicked LT shows an increase in secretion initially in 
phase 1 and then levels off to a constant amount of secre-
168
Figure 49. The accumulation of secreted LT, both trypsin- 
treated ( • ) and untreated ( ▲), has been meas­
ured by the CHO cell assay when E. coli 711 P307 
crp was grown at pH 7.0 at a GPR of 8 33 ymol 
glucose h“l and was upshifted to a GPR of 3332 
ymol glucose h . The accumulation of secreted 















Figure 50. The accumulation of secreted LT, both trypsin- 
treated (#) and untreated ( A ) , per mg biomass 
has been measured by the CHO cell assay when 
E. coli 711 P307 was grown at pH 7.0 at a GPR of 
792 ymol glucose h--*- and was upshifted to a GPR 
2693 ymol glucose h--*-. The accumulation of 








tion per mg biomass throughout phases 2 and 3. During the 
upshift a steady decline in secretion per mg biomass is 
seen. During phases 2 and 3, 77% of the toxin is unnicked 
and during the upshift, 81% of the toxin is unnicked. Sec­
retion of LT by 711 P307 appears to become regulated by 
ppGpp during phase 3. The accumulation of secreted LT per 
mg biomass by 711 P307 crp again shows a very gradual accum­
ulation throughout the phases (Figure 51). Secretion of LT 
increases during the upshift. Nicked LT is secreted at a 
steady rate of accumulation per mg biomass throughout the 3 
phases and the upshift. Therefore the major increase in 
secreted LT throughout the phases and particularly in the 
upshift is due to the increased secretion of unnicked LT per 
mg biomass. 711 P307 crp differs from 711 P307 in that dur­
ing phase 3 no stringent regulation of LT secretion is ap­
parent.
Figure 52 shows the total toxin produced per mg of bio­
mass by 711 P307. During phase 1 toxin production is low. 
Once phase 2 begins a sharp increase in LT production per 
mg biomass is seen. At the beginning of phase 3, LT produc­
tion per mg biomass levels to a constant amount throughout 
phase 3. Once upshift is initiated, toxin production per 
mg biomass falls rapidly and then plateaus to a slightly 
declining rate of production of LT. The production of nick­
ed LT per mg biomass shows an increase during phase 2 and 
then remains constant throughout phase 3 and then gradually 
declines throughout the upshift. The majority of the toxin 
produced is unnicked throughout phase 3 and the upshift.
173
Figure 51. The accumulation of secreted LT, both trypsin- 
treated ( • ) and untreated ( ▲ ), per mg biomass 
has been measured by the CHO cell assay when 
E. coli 711 P307 crp was grown at pH 7.0 at a 
GPR of 833 ymol glucose h“l and was upshifted 
to a GPR of 3332 ymol glucose h"l. The accumu­
lation of secreted LT per mg biomass is ex­




















Figure 52. The total LT, both trypsin-treated (#) and
untreated ( A ) , produced per mg biomass has been 
measured by the CHO cell assay when E. coli 
711 E307 was grown at pH 7.0 at a GPR of 792 
ymol glucose h--*- and was upshifted to a GPR of 
2693 ymol glucose h”l. Total LT per mg biomass 



















Once again the constant production of toxin during phase 3 
suggests that toxin production is being controlled by strin­
gency.
Total toxin production per mg biomass of 711 P307 crp 
is shown in Figure 53. A gradual increase in total toxin 
production per mg biomass is seen without any indication of 
a change in production during phase 3. Therefore toxin pro­
duction in 711 P307 crp does not appear to be under string­
ent control. Upon upshift LT shows a gradual increase in LT 
production per mg biomass. Nicked LT is produced at a slow­
ly increasing rate throughout the phases and the upshift. 
Relatively little unnicked LT is apparent during phase 1, 
but during phases 2 and 3 the proportion of unnicked toxin 
per mg biomass increases until 30% of the toxin is unnicked 
at the end of phase 3. During the upshift primarily unnicked 
LT is being produced at an increasing rate. In both 711 P307 
and 711 P307 crp, unnicked LT per mg biomass increases mark­
edly throughout phases 2 and 3, while nicked LT per mg bio­
mass remains relatively constant or declines. However, dur­
ing the upshift unnicked LT production is favored in 711 
P307 crp, whereas in 711 P307 it remains constant, but does 
not increase. This suggests that the nicking process is af­
fected and that it may be energy-dependent. A comparison of 
711 P307 and 711 P307 crp total toxin production per mg bio­
mass shows that nearly 10-fold more LT is produced by 711 
P307 than by the crp mutant. Therefore the loss of CRP has 
significantly affected toxin production.
Figure 54 shows a comparison of the PBR-LT and its sub-
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Figure 53. The total LT, both trypsin-treated (#) and un­
treated (A )f produced per mg biomass has been 
measured by the CHO cell assay when E. coli 
711 P307 crp wa^ grown at pH 7.0 at a GPR of 833 
ymol glucose h“ and^was upshifted to a GPR of 
33 32 ymol glucose h . Total LT per mg biomass 

















Figure 54. PBR-LT samples of E. coli 711 P307 grown at pH 
7.0 at a GPR of 792 ymol glucose h and up- 
shifted to a GPR of 2693 ymol glucose h”! ( ■ ) 
and E. coli 711 P307 crp grown at pH 7.0 at a 
GPR of 833 ymol glucose h"-'- and upshifted to a 
GPR of 3332 ymol glucose h-1 (A ) were measured 





















units that are present per mg biomass of both 711 P307 and 
711 P307 crp as measured by the ELISA. The highest concen­
tration of PBR-LT and subunits is present during phase 1 in 
both 711 P307 and 711 P307 crp. During phase 2 the concen­
tration of PBR-LT per mg biomass for both strains declines
and then remains constant throughout phase 3 and the respec­
tive upshifts. Interestingly 711 P307 crp produces more LT 
and subunits per mg biomass than does 711 P3 07 by about 3- 
fold. This might suggest that more subunits A and B are re­
tained or produced by 711 P307 crp than by 711 P307.
The accumulation of secreted LT and its subunits in 711
P307 and 711 P307 crp as measured by the ELISA is shown in
Figure 55. 711 P307 shows an increase in the accumulation
of secreted LT during phase 1 and early phase 2. During 
late phase 2 the rate of accumulation decelerates to a con­
stant rate of accumulation of secreted LT throughout phase 
3. Upon upshift a sharp increase in the accumulation of 
secreted LT is seen. With 711 P307 crp secreted LT and sub­
units steadily accumulate throughout the three phases and 
then show a sharp acceleration upon upshift. With 711 P307 
2 to 3-fold more secreted LT is accumulated than with 711 
P307 crp. Therefore more of the total toxin and subunits 
are being released from the cell with 711 P307, while 711 
P307 crp retains them within the cell. This may indicate 
a regulatory role for CRP and cAMP in the secretory process.
Figure 56 shows the accumulation of secreted LT per mg 
biomass by 711 P307 and 711 P307 crp as measured by the 
ELISA. With 711 P307 the accumulation of secreted LT per mg
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Figure 55. The accumulation of secreted LT from E. coli 
711 P307 grown at pH 7.0 at a GPR of 792 ymol 
glucose h”l and upshifted to a GPR of 2693 ymol 
glucose h- -^ (■) and E. coli 711 P307 crp grown 
at a GPR of 833 ymol glucose h-1 and upshifted 
to a GPR of 3332 ymol glucose h (A) were 















Figure 56. The accumulation of secreted LT per mg biomass 
from E. coli 711 P307 grown at pH 7.0 at a GPR 
of 792 ymol glucose h"i and upshifted to 2693 
ymol glucose h“l (g ) and E. coli 711 P307 crp 
grown at a GPR of 833 ymol glucose h-  ^ and up- 
shifted to a GPR of 3332 ymol glucose h”-*- (A) 
were measured by the ELISA assay and are ex­





biomass is constant through the three phases. Several hours 
after an upshift, secreted LT per mg biomass begins to accum­
ulate at a higher rate. With 711 P307 crp a slow accumula­
tion of secreted LT per mg biomass is seen throughout the 
three phases. Once the upshift begins the secreted LT per 
mg biomass immediately begins to accumulate at a faster rate. 
Again with 711 P307 2 to 3-fold more secreted LT per mg bio­
mass is accumulated than with the crp mutant.
A comparison of the total toxin produced per mg biomass 
by 711 P307 and 711 P307 crp as measured by the ELISA is il­
lustrated in Figure 57. Throughout the three phases, total 
toxin production per mg biomass remains constant. Immediate­
ly after upshift, the LT production per mg biomass remains 
constant. After 4 h the specific activity begins to increase 
at a steady rate. 711 P307 crp shows a slightly increasing 
rate of toxin production per mg biomass throughout the three 
phases. However, when upshifted the crp mutant immediately 
begins producing more LT per mg biomass at a rate of in­
crease that is higher than 711 P307. But overall more LT 
is produced by 1.5 to 2-fold per mg biomass by 711 P307 
than by 711 P307 crp despite the fact that 711 P307 crp was 
grown at a higher GPR. Therefore the CRP mutation does have 
an effect upon LT production. The difference in LT produc­
tion is not as great as was illustrated by the CHO cell as­
say. This may indicate that the organism is still capable 
of producing subunits A and B, but it cannot process the 
subunits as well to form the holotoxin.
Tryptophanase and 3-galactosidase activities were mea-
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Figure 57. Total LT per mg biomass produced by E. coli 711 
P307 grown at pH 7.0 at a GPR of 792 ymol gluc­
ose h-'*' and upshifted to a GPR of 2693 ymol 
glucose h“l (■) and E. coli 711 P307 crp grown 
at a GPR of 833 ymol glucose h"l and upshifted 
to a GPR of 3332 ymol glucose h--*- (A) were 
measured by the ELISA assay and is expressed as 




















sured in both 711 P307 and 711 P307 crp. Neither of the en­
zymes was produced by the crp mutant as would be expected. 
Tryptophanase production in 711 P307 is shown in Figure 58 
at a GPR of 792 ymol glucose h  ^at pH 7.0. The one-time
-3
induction with 1.5 x 10 M L-tryptophan during phase 2 
shows that tryptophanase production per mg biomass immedi­
ately increases. At the start of phase 3 the rate of in­
crease of tryptophanase production per mg biomass deceler­
ates, but tryptophanase production per mg biomass does con­
tinue to increase at a steady rate throughout phase 3.
When upshifted tryptophanase production per mg biomass im­
mediately falls sharply and continues to decline until 7 h 
after upshift. At this time tryptophanase production per mg 
biomass continues to fall, but at a slower rate of decline. 
The continued increase in tryptophanase production per mg 
biomass in phase 3 would correlate with the increase in 
ppGpp levels suggesting a positive regulatory effect. This 
would differ from tryptophanase production in H10407, which
may be negatively regulated by ppGpp. 8-galactosidase act-
-4lvity was induced using a one-time injection of 1.0 x 10 
M lactose into the fermentor. |3-galactosidase was detected 
in low quantities in 711 P307, but was not detected in 711 
P307 crp.
A summary of the effects of ppGpp and upshift on toxin 
production and secretion, the nicking process, tryptophanase 
production, and 8-ga.lactosidase production in E. coli 711 
P307 and 711 P307 crp are shown in Tables 10 and 11, respec­
tively. Overall more toxin is produced and secreted by 711
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Figure 58. E. coli 711 P307 grown at pH 7.0 at a GPR of 792 
ymol glucose h”l and upshifted to 26933ymol 
glucose h“ was induced with 1.5 x 10“ M L-try- 
ptophan at 10 h for a one-time induction of 
tryptophanase. Tryptophanase production per mg 
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P307 than by 711 P307 crp. In addition 711 P307 produces 
tryptophanase and 3-galactosidase, while 711 P307 crp does 
not. 711 P307 and 711 P307 crp show similar responses to 
PPGpp and upshift in nicking, secretion vs. retention, pres­
ence of PBR vs. biomass production, and secretion. With 
total toxin production vs. biomass production and secreted 
toxin production vs. biomass production, 711 P307 crp shows 
a more positive response to the upshift than does 711 P307. 
In addition toxin production in phase 3 in 711 P307 may be 
controlled by stringency, while it is not in 711 P307 crp.
A comparison of the effects of ppGpp and upshift on 
cellular processes in H10407 in Table 9 and in 711 P307 and 
711 P307 crp in Tables 10 and 11, respectively, show that 
many similarities exist between H10407 and 711 P307. One 
major difference is that tryptophanase production in H10407 
is negatively controlled by ppGpp, while tryptophanase pro­
duction in 711 P307 is not. In addition secreted toxin 
production vs. biomass production in H10407 and 711 P307 crp 
during phases 2 and 3 is not checked by the stringent res­
ponse, while it is in 711 P307. However, during the upshift 
secreted toxin production vs. biomass production in 711 P307 
and H10407 is not favored, while in 711 P307 crp it is fav­
ored suggesting an effect of the loss of CRP.
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The determination of the rel gene status of E. coli has 
been shown to be reliably obtained by growth in the recycl­
ing fermentor. In determining the Rel phenotype of the un­
classified E. coli strains and S. typhimurium, we noted that 
different growth patterns in batch culture systems were ob­
tained in response to several different amino acids. Most 
of the strains responded to amino acid downshift in a manner
predictable to their Rel phenotype. However, E. coli H10407
and S^. typhimurium PHL67 342 did not respond to amino acid 
downshift by valine or by a combination of L-valine, L-nor- 
valine, L-norleucine, and serine hydroxamate. Only when 
amino acid downshift was combined with a carbon downshift 
was the predicted Rel phenotype of Rel A+ obtained for 
these strains. E. coli and S. typhimurium have been shown 
to be susceptible to growth inhibition by several amino 
acids; in particular, L-valine, L-norvaline, and L-norleu­
cine have been shown individually to cause amino acid inhib­
ition in a total of more than 300 E. coli strains (de Felice
et al., 1979). It has been indicated by Pao and Gallant 
(1978) that rel A strains are more susceptible to amino acid 
growth inhibition than are rel A+ strains. Rowley (1953) 
has shown that certain amino acids can cause inhibition of 
growth, while other amino acids can interfere with the in-
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hibition of growth by another amino acid. Therefore it may 
be that the Rel A+ strains, E. coli H10407 and S. typhimurium 
PHL67 342 are resistant to growth inhibition by all four amino 
acids or that one of the amino acids is preventing growth in­
hibition by the other amino acids. In either case, it is im­
portant to consider the problem of resistance to amino acid 
growth inhibition when selecting a detection system for de­
termining the Rel phenotype. For this reason the recycling 
fermentor has proven to be a more reliable tool of choice for 
determining the Rel phenotype.
All of the natural isolates tested, E. coli strains,
H10407, 711 P307, and 711 pCG86, and S. typhimurium PHL67342,
are Rel A+ , while the laboratory strain E. coli B is Rel A.
Despite this small sampling, it is interesting to speculate
+
that most natural isolates may be rel A , since this may be 
a survival mechanism for the organisms. In their _in vivo 
environments in a rel A+ strain when amino acids become lim­
iting, the production of ppGpp curtails certain metabolic 
functions such that the organisms can maintain themselves at 
a lower growth rate until nutrients are again available 
(O'Farrell, 1978) . With a rel A strain lower growth yields 
and viability occur under nutrient limitation because trans­
lation loses fidelity at these growth rates without the pres­
ence of ppGpp (O'Farrell, 1978). Therefore a rel A organism 
would not adapt as well to in vivo nutrient limitation and 
would be less likely to survive the environmental conditions.
Using the recycling fermentor to identify the Rel phen- 
otype by determining the length of phase 2 has been shown to
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be relatively easy as seen with E. coli H10407, which is 
Rel A+ Rel X+ SpoT+ , and E. coli 711 P307 and 711 pCG86, 
which are Rel A Rel X SpoT. It appears that growing E. 
coli H10407 at different pH values has little effect on the 
length of phase 2, despite the fact that bacterial growth 
is better at pH 7.0 than at pH 8.5. E. coli 711 P307 and 
711 pCG86 are from the same host strain 711, but contain dif­
ferent plasmids, Ent P307 and Ent pCG86. These plasmids 
have been shown to be completely homologous in about 50% of 
their nucleotide sequences (Mazaitis et. ad. , 1981) . Growth 
in the fermentor yielded the same phase 2 length for both 
organisms indicating that the presence of a different plas­
mid had no obvious effect on the chromosomal rel genes.
In E. coli B and E. coli H10407 the rate of synthesis 
of RNA drops during the end of phase 2 and the beginning of 
phase 3 with the build up of ppGpp. In addition other cell­
ular functions are changing. In particular, cell size is 
changing in both organisms. In E. coli B the cell division 
rate is decreasing, while the cell diameter is increasing 
throughout phases 2 and 3 (Chesbro ej; ad., 1979). Arbige 
and Chesbro (1982) have indicated that the ppGpp level is 
not elevated enough in phase 2 to interfere with RNA poly­
merase activity and rRNA transcription, but the level may be 
high enough to inhibit the enzymes involved in the synthesis 
of phospholipid and peptidoglycan resulting in decreased 
membrane and septum formation and cell elongation. It has 
been suggested that ppGpp may inhibit fatty acid synthesis 
by inhibition of acetyl coenzyme A carboxylase. Although
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early evidence showed that ppGpp inhibited the rate of phos­
pholipid synthesis, recent evidence shows that ppGpp may not 
be the sole cause of this inhibition (Raetz, 1978). In add­
ition amino acid starvation has been shown to result in the 
alteration of the murein layer of the cell membrane (Goodell 
and Tomasz, 1980). In E. coli H10407 not only is cell divi­
sion decreasing during phases 2 and 3, but the cell diameter 
is also decreasing such that by phase 3 it is only 67% of 
its original diameter (Eifert, 1979). The cell length de­
creases after phase 1 and then remains constant throughout 
phases 2 and 3. In addition extra cell membranes are pro­
duced throughout the end of phase 2 and phase 3. In this 
situation it would appear that the enzymes involved in pep- 
tidoglycan synthesis are being inhibited by the presence of 
ppGpp, while those concerned with phospholipid synthesis 
and thus membrane synthesis are less inhibited. This may 
reflect the fact that different levels of ppGpp may be pres­
ent during phases 2 and 3 in E. coli B and in E. coli H104 07. 
The extra cell membranes may be present because as the cells 
shrink, the cell membrane is not lost so it appears to form 
an extra layer of membrane. However, it may be that certain 
processes involved in cell membrane synthesis are inhibited, 
while others are still active, or that cell membrane synthe­
sis continues, but cell wall processes are inhibited.
When phase 3 is ended by an upshift in GPR, the ppGpp 
level has been shown in E. coli B to drop off markedly in­
dicating that stringent control is no longer in effect 
(Arbige and Chesbro, 1982). In comparing the rates of syn-
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thesis of the cell parameters of the five E. coli strains, 
it is apparent that upon upshift DNA synthesis in E. coli B 
lagged behind cell division and the synthesis of biomass, 
RNA, and protein. However, in the other E. coli strains, 
the rate of DNA synthesis increased immediately after up-- 
shift. Arbige and Chesbro (1982) have hypothesized that the 
immediate increase in cell division without the increase in 
DNA synthesis may reflect the fact that during phase 3 the 
cells become "primed for division" (Sloan and Urban, 197 6) 
due to multiple copies of completed chromosomes or multiple 
forks on complete chromosomes. The ppGpp-regulated cells 
are then ready for immediate completion of cell elongation, 
septum formation, and cell division upon the carbon/energy 
upshift (Arbige and Chesbro, 1982) . In support of this 
idea, the estimation of the number of genomes per cell in 
E. coli B was 18, while in the other strains, 3-5 genomes 
per cell were present. Therefore DNA synthesis was not ne­
cessary until several h after the upshift. This difference 
in the rate of DNA synthesis upon upshift between E. coli B 
and the enterotoxigenic strains may be a reflection on the
rel status of the strains, since E. coli B is Rel A, while
"4“the other strains are Rel A . However, if this estimate of 
the number of genomes per cell is correct, then the higher 
number of genomes for E. coli B may indicate that cell death 
is occurring.
After 711 pCG86, 711 P307, and 711 P307 crp are up- 
shifted, DNA synthesis increases immediately, but cell div­
ision lags behind by several h. This lag in cell division
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may be explained by Loeb et cLL. (1978) who have shown that 
at very slow growth rates, the upshift has little immediate 
effect on cell division. This is apparently a result of the 
inability of the cells to continue cell division until the 
rounds of DNA synthesis occurring prior to the upshift are 
completed (Loeb et al. , 1978; Arbige and Chesbro, 1982).
The crp mutation in 711 P307 does not affect the length 
of phase 2, but it does affect the growth yield of 711 P307 
throughout the phases and the upshift. During phase 3 the 
Y of the crp mutant is 12% less than 711 P307. After the
Cj -----
upshift the Y of the crp mutant is 44% less than that of 
711 P307. During the upshift, of the crp mutant declines
( j j
from its yield in phase 3. This indicates that the loss of 
CRP may result in a loss of energy and when the crp mutant 
becomes controlled by stringency in phase 3, it may take 
longer for the mutant to recover from ppGpp regulation with 
less energy available.
Since 711 P307 and 711 pCG86 were grown at different 
GPR it is difficult to compare their growth patterns equally, 
but the presence of a different plasmid in the same parent 
strain does not appear to cause a major change in the growth 
pattern during the three phases. The major difference seen 
between the strains is shown upon upshift. 711 pCG86 shows 
a 2-fold increase in growth yield, while 711 P307 shows only 
a 1.2-fold increase. Therefore the presence of a different 
plasmid may alter the ability of 711 P307 to respond as well 
to the increase in GPR and the absence of stringent control.
Of the five strains, H10407, grown at pH 7.0, shows the
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greatest response to the loss of stringent control upon up­
shift. No lag in the synthesis of the cell parameters or 
cell division occurs after upshift. Since H10407 has the
-{■ -f- -(* , ,
wild-type phenotype of Rel A Rel X SpoT , it is not sur­
prising that this strain would respond better to the up­
shift. This would suggest that this pathogenic human iso­
late would survive well in an in vivo environment.
A comparison of the growth yields and the changes in 
the cell parameters of H10407 grown at pH 7.0 and pH 8.5 
shows that growth is greater at pH 7.0 and suggests that 
H10407 is under stricter stringent regulation at pH 8.5.
This is indicated because lower rates of change in biomass, 
RNA, and protein are apparent during phase 3 at pH 8.5 than 
at pH 7.0. However, upon upshift a larger ratio of the 
rates of change during the upshift to that during phase 3 is 
seen for biomass, RNA, and protein at pH 8.5 than at pH 7.0. 
Therefore greater synthesis of these parameters was required 
at pH 8.5 than at pH 7.0 to reach the upshift growth yield. 
Therefore ppGpp may have had a greater regulatory control 
over the synthesis of the cell parameters at pH 8.5. A lag 
in DNA synthesis upon upshift is seen at pH 8.5, but not at 
7.0. At pH 8.5 there appears to be approximately 4-5 gen­
omes per cell, while at pH 7.0 there are approximately 3 
genomes per cell. The lag in DNA synthesis and the slight­
ly higher number of genomes per cell at pH 8.5 would sug­
gest a situation similar to but less severe than that occur- 
ing with DNA synthesis in E. coli B during phase 3 and the 
upshift. When H10407 is grown at two different GPR at pH
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8.5, it appears that the growth yield at the lower GPR is 
higher than at the higher GPR during phase 3 and the upshift. 
Lower rates of change in the cell parameters occur during 
phase 3 and the upshift at the higher GPR. This suggests 
that at the two GPR studied, an increase in the GPR does not 
produce a proportional increase in growth in H10407 at pH
8.5. Despite the lower growth yield at the higher GPR, more 
toxin and tryptophanase are produced per mg biomass than at 
the lower such that the increase in glucose may stimulate 
the production of these proteins. In addition the nicking 
process appears to be more active at the higher GPR. If 
this process is energy-dependent, then the increase in glu­
cose may provide more energy for this process.
During phases 2 and 3 ppGpp appears to be a major ef­
fector of protein synthesis in H10407 grown at pH 8.5. 
O'Farrell (1978) has determined that in E. coli approximate­
ly 50% of the detectable proteins showed an altered rate of 
synthesis in the presence of ppGpp. Of this 50% of cell 
proteins, half exhibited an increase in the rate of synthe­
sis, while the other half exhibited a repression in synthe­
sis (O'Farrell, 1978). In H10407 at both GPR, ppGpp appears 
to have a stimulatory effect on the production of enterotox- 
in as well as the secretory process. An initial burst of LT 
is seen within the cell during phase 1. At the beginning 
of phase 2 this level of LT production drops. With the 
gradual increase in the concentration of ppGpp during phase 
2, the LT production again rises and secretion increases. 
During phases 2 and 3, the majority of the protein is not
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retained within the cell, but is secreted. At the beginning 
of phase 3 a slight increase in the rate of toxin production 
is seen at the same point that maximal levels of ppGpp are 
achieved. Upon upshift when the levels of ppGpp drop, the 
production and secretion of toxin per mg biomass drop off 
markedly. Therefore it would appear that upon glucose lim­
itation, ppGpp plays a major regulatory role in enhancing 
the production of enterotoxin within the cell. It is inter­
esting to speculate that under in vivo conditions, when nut­
rient limitation does occur and stringent control is in ef­
fect, enterotoxin production not only continues, but is en­
hanced. In addition secretion of the toxin is enhanced. In 
addition secretion of the toxin is necessary in order for 
the toxin to bind to the ganglioside receptor of the intest­
inal epithelial cell. Therefore stringency may protect two 
of the important functions of the pathogenic organism in the 
in vivo situation.
The effect of ppGpp upon the nicking process of LT act­
ivation is less clear. At the lower GPR, nicking appears to 
increase near the end of phase 2 and again near the end of 
phase 3, but the proportion of nicked and unnicked LT varies 
throughout phases 2 and 3. However, at the higher GPR, the 
nicking process does appear to increase in phases 2 and 3 
with the increase in ppGpp. It may be that ppGpp does play 
a role in the regulation of the nicking process, but that 
another factor such as an energy requirement is also import­
ant.
In contrast to enterotoxin production and secretion,
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ppGpp appears to have a more negative effect on the produc­
tion of both tryptophanase and 3-galactosidase. Once gluc­
ose becomes limiting in phase 2, an initial increase in the 
production of both tryptophanase and 3-galactosidase at 
both GPR occurs. Early in phase 2 the production of trypto­
phanase per mg biomass peaks and then slowly declines thr­
oughout phases 2 and 3. With 3-galactosidase, its produc­
tion per mg biomass gradually increases during phase 2 and 
becomes constant throughout phase 3. Upon upshift the pro­
duction of both enzymes declines rapidly with the increase 
in glucose. The decrease in tryptophanase and 3-galactosid­
ase production per mg biomass during phases 2 and 3 occurs 
despite continuous induction of these operons. These re­
sults are the direct opposite of the results obtained by 
Primakoff (1981) on the regulation of the lac operon by 
ppGpp. His study indicates that ppGpp stimulates higher 
production of 3-galactosidase by stimulating the promoter 
of lac transcription and that the trp operon may also be 
positively regulated by ppGpp. In studies of the effect of 
cAMP and ppGpp regulation of the lac operon, it was found
that ppGpp and cAMP stimulations of the transcription of
lac are independent and that both are necessary for maximal 
stimulation. Therefore it may be that initially during 
phase 2 3-galactosidase production is stimulated by both 
cAMP and ppGpp. However, during phase 2 and phase 3, the
level of cAMP might be gradually dropping so that the pro­
duction of 3-galactosidase plateaus to a constant level.
Thus during phase 2, even though ppGpp levels are rising,
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cAMP levels are dropping, so that the rate of g-galactosid- 
ase production drops. When ppGpp levels become constant 
during phase 3, the cAMP levels may continue declining or 
plateau. Therefore g-galactosidase production per mg bio­
mass would become constant during phase 3. The cAMP levels 
during phase 2 and phase 3 have not been measured in H104 07. 
Therefore it is possible that ppGpp is a positive regulator 
of g-galactosidase and tryptophanase production in H10407, 
but it is also likely that these enzymes are negatively con­
trolled by ppGpp and that the variation in the results in 
comparison to those of Primakoff (1981) is due to differ­
ences in strain and growth conditions.
The cAMP receptor protein (CRP) appears to be a single 
protein in E. coli that is capable of activating the promo­
ters of different operons (Botsford, 1981). By observing 
the growth of a crp mutant in the recycling fermentor, it 
was possible to determine the effect that this protein and 
cAMP have on the production of enterotoxin, g-galactosidase, 
and tryptophanase. No difference in the length of phase 2 
was observed, but lower growth yields were obtained during 
the three phases and the upshift with the crp mutant.
Major differences in protein production are seen be­
tween 711 P307 and its crp mutant. Due to the absence of 
CRP, neither g-galactosidase nor tryptophanase are produced 
by 711 P307 crp. In addition both enterotoxin production 
and secretion are greatly reduced in 711 P307 crp and show 
a different pattern of production throughout the three 
phases and the upshift. In 711 P307 toxin production per
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mg biomass increases rapidly during phase 2 and then plat­
eaus to a constant level during phase 3. Upon upshift the 
level of toxin production declines rapidly. A stimulatory 
effect of ppGpp is seen during phase 2 with the increase in 
ppGpp levels. Once the concentration of ppGpp becomes max­
imal in phase 3, the concentration of toxin per mg biomass 
also becomes constant. When ppGpp levels drop upon upshift, 
toxin production per mg biomass also declines. Secretion 
of LT by 711 P307 is regulated also by ppGpp in that secre­
tion increases at the beginning of phase 2 and levels off 
during phase 3. The difference in the pattern of entero- 
toxin production and secretion in 711 P307 to that of H10407 
may be due to the actual levels of ppGpp present in phase 
3. However, both appear to be positively regulated by 
stringency. However, 711 P307 crp shows a different pattern 
of enterotoxin production and secretion. Nearly 10-fold 
more LT is produced per mg biomass by 711 P307 than by the 
crp mutant. Therefore the loss of CRP either directly or 
indirectly has an effect on toxin production. A low level 
of toxin is steadily produced throughout the three phases. 
Upon upshift an increase in toxin production per mg biomass 
is observed. A similar pattern of secretion of LT is obser­
ved. It may be that enought ppGpp builds up during phase 3 
to stimulate the production of toxin. A higher concentra­
tion of subunits A and B as measured by the ELISA was 
found to be retained within the cell by 711 P307 crp than 
by 711 P307. It may be that either CRP or cAMP is necess­
ary for the processing of the subunits into the holotoxin.
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The in vitro synthesis of enterotoxin has been shown to be 
stimulated by cAMP (Dorner, 1979). This would suggest that 
at least one of the processes involved with enterotoxin pro­
duction is regulated by catabolite repression. Therefore 
the crp mutant may be able to produce the subunits, but can­
not process them into the holotoxin. It may be that ppGpp 
can stimulate this process, so that upon upshift more pro­
cessing of the holotoxin can occur. If catabolite repress­
ion is involved in subunit processing or another aspect of 
toxin synthesis, it would not be surprising that upon up­
shift enterotoxin production as in H10407 and 711 P307 would 
fall with the increase in glucose. Since CRP is not present 
in the crp mutant, the presence of increased levels of glu­
cose may have little effect on enterotoxin production, which 
would explain the continued increase in toxin production 
during the upshift in 711 P307 crp.
The nicking process in 711 P307 appears to decline 
throughout phases 2 and 3, but upon upshift a small increase 
in the proportion of nicked LT is seen. In 711 P307 crp, 
the production of nicked toxin declines throughout the three 
phases and the upshift. It may be that nicking is repressed 
by the presence of ppGpp or that this is an energy-requir­
ing process and the available energy declines through 
phases 2 and 3. In either case, upon upshift the nicking 
process would show increased function in 711 P307, but not 
in 711 P307 crp.
Many similarities are seen in enterotoxin production 
and secretion between H10407 and 711 P307. Toxin production
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and secretion in both are positively regulated by ppGpp.
Upon upshift both show a decline in toxin production and 
secretion. However, a different pattern of tryptophanase 
production is seen in 711 P307 than in H10407. In H10407, 
ppGpp may have had an inhibitory effect on tryptophanase 
production, while in 711 P307, it appears to have a stimu­
latory effect. In 711 P307, tryptophanase production in­
creases rapidly during phase 2. During phase 3 the rate of 
increase declines, but tryptophanase production per mg bio­
mass continues to increase until the upshift. This finding 
would support the theory that ppGpp does stimulate trypto­
phanase as well as 8-galactosidase production (Primakoff, 
1981). In addition, it would appear that both tryptophan­
ase and B-galactosidase production are dependent upon both 
ppGpp and cAMP and that the levels of these nucleotides 
present in H10407 and 711 P307 may be different resulting 
in different responses to these nucleotides.
It is apparent that both ppGpp and cAMP are major ef­
fectors of cell processes in different E. coli strains. The 
production and secretion of enterotoxin as well as the pro­
duction of tryptophanase and 8-galactosidase are influenced 
by both nucleotides. Variation in the rel genotype of the 
strains results in major differences in the length of phase 
2 of the strains, their response to amino acids, their res­
ponse to an upshift in GPR, and their growth yields and the 
production of DNA, RNA, and protein throughout the phases 
and the upshift. The recycling fermentor has been shown to 
be an effective and reliable tool for determining the rel
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phenotypes of these strains as well as enabling a study of 
the production of different cell proteins under very slow 
growth rates.
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